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MEETING SUMMARY

October 23, 2013

The City Commission met in regular session on October 23, 2013 in the Commission
Chambers in City Hall with Commissioners Miller, Ziffer, GH!urn, and Maddox present Mayor
Marks was absent and MayorPro Tern Miller assumed the chair and presided, Mayor Pro Tern
Miller called the meeting to order at4:04 p.rn.
Item 5.01 was an update on United Way of the Big Bend (UWBB) and City of TaUahassee
participation , by Ms. Heather Mitchell and Mr. John Hogan of the United Way . (Brought
forward by Commissioner Maddox)

Item 5.02 was the presentation of proclamation to Dr. Jim Murdaugh recognizing his
appointment as the chairman of the Economic Development Council. (Bmught forward by the
Mayo()
Item 5.03 was a presentation recogrnz1ng Tallahassee Police Major Chris ConneH and Mr.
Allen Secreas( Public VVorks Traffic tv1obHity l\.fanager, as Fforida League of Cities Home Rule
Hero award recipients. {Bro ught fonvard by the City Manager')
Item 8.01 - Mayor Pro Tern Miller inquired if anyone desired to address the Commfssion
relative to any items on the published agenda. The following persons appeared and addressed
the Commission:
1. Gary Yordon , 502 North A.dams Street, representin g McKibbon Hotel Group,
appeared ln regards to Item 13.07 to request Commission approval of the
requested extension to the deadlines specified in the option agreement.
2. Wes Townson , 1830 Hadfield Boufevard of Roswell , Georgia, representing
McKibbon Hotel Group. appeared in regards to Item 13.07. Mr. Townson concurred
with the comments made by Mr. Yordon .

3. Erwin Jackson, 5002 Glenrose Court, appeared in regards to Items 13.05 and
13.07. Mr. Jackson expressed opposition to the extension of the option agreement
requested by McKibt>on Hotel Group and he advocated for the de annexation of the
l(illeam Estates neighborhood from the City of Tallahassee.
0

4. Bob Ippolito, 2409 Killamey Way, President of the KiHearn Hornes Association
(KHA), a/k/a Ki!learn Estates, appeared in regards to Item 13,05 and read aloud a
prepared staternent which set forth the neighborhood association's interpretation of
Florida law concerning annexations and various City and County ordinances and
policies, The statement expressed the neighborhood's position that the City
became responsible for upkeep and maintenance of the lakes within Killearn
Estates due to the neighborhood's 1982 annexanon into the City and the citywide
Municipal Separate Storm Sewe, System (MS4) per mit
5.

Brad Trotman , 2705 Killarney \;Vay, representing the KHA. appeared in regards to
Item 13.05. Mr. Trotman submitted signed p€titions requesting the City to remedy
the Killeam Estates lakes. Mr. Trotman reasoned that due to the City's testing of
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water quality of said lakes and since the City's MS4 permit pertained to said !akBs ,
the City was therefore responsible for upkeep and ma intenance of said lakes. Mr.
Trotman agreed that Killearn was concerned about the aesthetic appearance of the
lakes, but he also indicated concern for pollutants entering said !akes via runoff
from cornrnercial and residential property surrounding the lakes .
R

Greyson Harper, age 6, 2333 Clare Drive, appeared in regards to Item 13.05 and
requested that the City clean up the lakes located within KiUearn Estates.

7. Kraig Conn, 3131 Fems Gfen Drive , appeared in regards to Item 13.05 and
expressed frt1stration that the water in the lake bet1 ind his home was dry. Mr. Conn
suggested that the debate over a legal solution shouid cease in hopes that a
political Solution could be obtained.
Mr. Conn suggested there was Joint
responsibility between KiHearn and the City for the repair of the lakes. Mr, Conn
encouraged the Commission to closely examine the srtuation and to also be
reminded that staff ls approaching this issue from a narrow persp-ectlve dictated by
City policy . Mr. Conn encouraged the Commission to work with the Killearn
residents on a mutually beneficial solution .
8. Melissa Sleeman, 3506 Crosshaven Lane , appeared in regards to Item 13,05 and
requested that the City do as much as it could to address the lakes:, not ing that the
stormv,;ater entering sald lakes originates from a variety of sources . Ms. Sleeman
requested City assistance to remove pollution from theJakes.
9.

Curtis Baynes , 1325 East Tennessee Street. appeared in regards to Items 13,05
and 13,07 and suggested that the fundamental issue \Vith the Kil!earn Estates lakes
was to obtain a legal determination as to the ownership of the lakes and
responsibility for the stormwater runoff entering said lakes . ML Baynes expressed
concern that the Killean, residents were paying a stormwater fee and that the
neighborhood was also attempting to obtain funding from B!ueprint2000. As to the
extension of the option agreement for McKibbon Hotel Group, Mr. Baynes
expressed opposition to a 2-year extension to said agreement, suggesting that the
adrnlnistratlve challenge would likely be resolved quickly. Mr. Baynes suggested
that the applicant pay additional monies for said extension.

10. Sean McGlynn, 568 Beverly Court a iimnologist representing the KHA , appeared in
regards to Item 13.05 and disputed that the KiHearn Estates were 'private lakes'
despite the lakes being deeded to the Ki!learn Homes Association . ML McGlynn
disputed the City's assertion that the lakes are matHnade structures. Mr. McGfynn
noted many lakes had wells constructed within thern and he disputed that the
presence of wells signified that a lake was man-made. Mr. McGlynn expressedthat
the current Ki l!earn residents should not be blamed for the actions of the original
developer of the neighborhood , Mr. McGlynn expressed his belief that the lakes
should be restored to their original 'natural beauty.'
11. Stephanie Jackson, 5002 G lenrose Court, appeared in regards to Item 13.05 and
noted that she once helped stock the Killearn Estates lakes with fisr1 in an effort to
red uce algae within the lakes . Ms . Jackson praised Messrs . Trotman and lppoHto.
Ms. Jackson noted she occasionally picks up trash and debris at the end of the
stormwater pipe located at the end of Glenrose Court Ms. Jackson completed her
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comments by indicating she wanted the City Commission to demonstrate
leadership in regards to Ki!learn Estates' Jakes.
12, Alan Williams, 5107 Clarecastle Way, appeared in regards to Item 13.05 and stated
his belief that the Klllearn 1.akes were natural lakes and not fiow~through prairies or
holding ponds, as suggested by City staff. Mr. Williams commented on an earlier
Tallahassee Democrat article and comments made by Ms. Bray of the City
Stcnnwater Department Mr. Williams suggested that if the City d!d not want to
maintain KHlearn 's privately-owned lakes, the City should stop discharging
stormwater into said lakes and that the City should then construct its own detention
facil ities elsewhere.

Voted 4~0 (Mayor Marks absent) to approve staff's recommendations presented on Consent
Agenda ltems 9.01 - fl.QG taking the following action:

Item 9.01 - Adopted Reso!ution No. i 3-R-45 authorizing execution of a Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) Joint Participation Agre-ement (JPA) authorizing
acceptance of $211 ,077 for reconstruction of Runway 9-27 at the Tallahassee Reg ional
Afrport (FOOT JPA No.. 416010"H1401) (Option 1 as recornmerided by Aviation)
Item 9.02 - Approved a correction to the contract award amount for the recon struction of
Runway 9-27 at the Tall ahassee Regional Airport to C.W_ Roberts. Contracting, Inc. (IFB
Nff 0092-13-JAG-BC) . (Option ·t as recommended l>y Aviation)
Item 9.03 - A.utl1orlzed expenditure of $4,000 to support the Palmer ,es.venue grand
opening event scheduled for November 7. 2013. (Option 1 as recommended by
Planning)

Item 9.04 - Authorrzed acceptance of donated equipment, with a total value of
$121,968, through the State Homeland Security Grant Program (Grant No. 12-DS-9Z02-47-01-246}. (Option 1 as recommended by the Police Department)
Item 9.05 - Authorized staff to apply for the F'r'2014 FOOT Service Development Grant
for rural flex routes, and upon award of the grant. adopted Resolution No. 13-R~44 and
all related documents to administer sald grant. /\uthoriz.ed staff to apply for the FY 2014
Florida Commissi on for the Transportation Dis-advantaged Shit1ey Conroy Rural Area
Capital Equipment · Support Grant, and upon award, approveo execution of all related
documents to administer said grant and expend funds to purchase one para-transit bus
and related equipment {Options 1 and 2 as recommended by StarMetro)

item 9,06 -Approved the minutes of the foll.owing meetings: (Option 1 as recommended
by the Treasurer-Clerk}
September 25., 2013 - Regular Meeting (final budget public hearing)

Item 11.01 (deleted from the agenda} was a briefing on the 2014 state and fed era l legislative
priorities. (Brought forvvard by the Mayo1"s Office)

This item was delayed to a future meeting.
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Item 12.01 was the intronucti on of Ordinance 13-Z-27 . proposed amendment to the official
zoning map to change the zoning classlfication from the Lake Protection (LP) zoning district to
the Stars Middle School Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning district first and only public
hearing scheduled for November 26, 2013 .
Item 12.02 was the rntroduction of Ordinanee No. 13-0-30, revising the land Development
Code to provide for public participation at Development Review Committee (DRC} meetings;
first and only pubHc hearing scheduled for November 26 , 2013.
By consensus, Ordinance Nos. 13-Z-27 and 13·0-30 were introduced and the public
hearing dates were set as stated herein.
Item 13.01 - Voted 3-0 (Mayor Marks and Commissioner Gillum absent} to ·approve the
Memorandt.Hn of Agreement {MOA) authorizing the City to reimburse The District Joint Venture,
LLC (flkla North American Properties) for construction costs ln the amount of $50,000 . for the
construction of sidewalk on Gay Street and authorize the City Manager to -execute the
Memorandum of Agreement to be funded from COT Project No. 058082 (Gaines Street Master
Project, Fund 304) . (Option 1 as recommen<lecJ by Pvblic Works)
Mr. Shawn f\1clntyre, Managing Partner . The District Joint Venture, LLC , gave a short
presentation and answered the Commission's question s relative to the item .

Item 13,02 (deleted from the agenda) was an update regard ing the FAMU Way Extension
Project and related roadway design. (Brought forward by Public Works)
This Item was delayed to a future meeting.
Jtem 13.03 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor Marks absent) to rename a portion of DeSoto Street between
Lake Ella Drive and Meridian Road to "Sgt. Dale Green Street" and waive the assodated $900
renaming fee. (Brought for1,1,1ani by the Police Department)
fv1s . Deborah Green and Ms. Betty Green. the widow and mother of Sergeant Green.
respectively , were in attendance and weH~ recognized by the Cornmission. The Commission
expressed its heartfelt condolences to the Green family.

Item 13.04 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor fv1arks absent) to approve the 1-year extension to the Evening
Rose letter of Credit. with a ·1 -year extension also to each of the conditions included in the
Letter of Credit, with the developer providing a new or revised letter of credit by November 9,
2013. Approval would be granted under the condition that no additional extensio n requests will
be brought to the City Commission for consideration . (Option 1 as recommended by Growth
Management)

Ms. Karen Jumonvme, Director. Growth Management. advised that the developer recently
obtained building pem1its for the inclusionary housing.
ttem 13,05 (taken out of order) was a discussion of Killearn Estates chain of lakes and
stormwater management facilities . (Brought forv,1ard by Underground UtHities)

Ms. Catherine Bray , Water Resources Engineering Division, Underground Utilities. and Mr.
John Buss, Manager - Water Resources Engineering, Underground Utilities, conducted a
lengthy PowerPoint presentation relative to the item .
SUMMARY - OCTOBER 23, 201 ~j - Page 4 of 7
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Commissioner Maddox requested lnformation relative to what the Killearn stormwater system
(e.g . the lakes) would look like should the City cease conveying stormwater into the lakes, and
the costs of such a modffication. Comrnissioner Maddox also re-quested a comparison of
nutrient and pollution levels of the KiHearn Estates lakes to other local water bod ies , both public
and privately owned .

Commissioner Gillum suggested that staff obtain a better understanding of the requests made
by Killeam to the 8Iueprint2000 Sales Tax Committee. Commissioner Gillum expressed
concern that any City involvement in the Killeam stormwater facilities could trigger similar
requests from the 1,100+ other owne rs of privately-owned stormwater faci llties ,
Mayor Pro Tern Miller requested that th e KH!earn representatives provide information as to
what specific outcome was being sought for the lakes in question , Mayor Pro Tern Miller noted
the seemingly conflicting requests between the homeowners associations' focus on reducing
pollutant levels in the lakes (which may !ead to even less water being in the lakes due to
increased upstream detention of water -and less water entering the lakes) versus lakefront
owners vvho have expressed a desire for more water in the !ak.es.
Commissioner Gillum requested that staff meet with one or two representatives from the
KiHearn neighborhood to specifically discuss the request made by KiHearn to the Blueprint2000
Sales Tax Committee. Commissioner Gillum suggested that all parties involved cease the
debate over annexation , deem ing the ongoing back-and-forth debate as being unhelpful to the
process . Commissioner Gillum requested staff d-etermrne ifKillearn's requestto the Sales Tax
Committee would help resotve the issues with the lakes in questlon, or if the neighborhood's
request would worsen the existing situation,

This item was for informational purposes only; no action required,
Item 13.06 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor Marks absent) to authorize asupplemental appropriation , in the
amount of $1.3 mll!ion , from Ele:ctric Undesignated RR& l for a new project title Electric OME
Replacement - SGIG. Authorize a single source purchase order to be issued to Telvent, in an
amount not to exceed $L1 mH!ion , for the Responder OMS , ArcFM designer upi;irades and
integration servic,es. {Option 1 as recommended by the E!ectn'c UtNity)
Item 13.07 was staff's recommendation to approve the extension of the timeframes and
milestones outlined in the optlon agreem-ent (with McKibbon Hotel Group for the purchase of
the former Floridan Hotel site) frorn September 19. 2013 , the date the Quasi-Judicial
proceedings were initiated, until final decisions to the Quasic.. Judidal proceedings and any other
legal challenges to the UPUD amendment are issued, (Option 1 as recornmended by
Economic & Community Development)
Mr. Wes Townson, McKibbon Hotel Group (MHG), and W. Douglas Hall, Esq., Carlton Fields,
PA , representing r,.AHG. were available for quesUons. A lengthy discussion ensued ,

By consensus, the Commission continued the item to the November 26, 2013 Regular
Meeting.
lte.m 15.01 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor Marks absent} to adopt Ordinance No. 13-0~23; arnendment to
the TaHahassee Land Development Code, Chapter 10, Article JV , Sectton 10-165 , Planned Unit
Development Zoning District Requirements and Procedures and Artfcle Vil Section 10~425.
SUMMARY - OCT OBER 23, 20D · Page 5 of 7
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Communication Antennas and Communication Antenna Support Structures.
recommended by the Planning Departrnen!)

(Option 1 as

There were no speakers.

Item 15,02 was the first and only public hearing regarding Resolution No. 13-R-37; proposed
closure of the southernmost segment of Raven Street at \Nest Tennessee Street based on the
findings and recommendation of the Development Review Committee and the information
contained herein. (Option 1 as recommended by the Planoin9 Department)
The following persons addressed the Commission:
1. Jennifer Pearce, 4221 Woodcrest Drive, Managing Member of Student Housing
Solutions , LLC. opposed the road closure . Ms. Pearce submitted 71 signatures on a
petition from residents opposed to the Raven Street closure.
2. David Delgato. 683 \'VestV rrg inia Street, opposed to the Raven Street closure due to
high noise levels that affect public health and quality of life of nearby residents.
3.

Damien Faul , 680 V;rginia Street, opposed to the Raven Street closure due to high
noise levels, in addition to concerns rela tive to parking and safety issues for nearby
residents.

After discussion with Gabriel Menendez, Director of Public Works. by consensus, the
Commission continued the item to the November 26, 2013 Regular Meeting.

Item 15.03 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor Marks absent) to adopt Ordinance No. 13-0-3 1: adopting an
annual update to the Tallahassee-Leon County Comprehensive Plan Capital improvements
Schedule. (Option 1 as recommended by the City Attomey}
There were no speakers .

Item 15.04 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor Marl<s absent) to adopt Ordinance No. 13-0 -25; Proposed
Amendment to the Tallahassee Land Development Code, Amending Section 10-165(c)(1)C.
Advertising Notice for Planned Unit Developments (PUDs}; and Section 10-200(J}4 Advertising
Notice for Urban Planned Unit Developments (UPUDs) . { Option 1 as recommended by
Planning)
There were no speakers,

Item 15.05 - Voted 4-0 (Mayor Marks absent) to adopt Ordinance No. 13-0-21 , Mod ifications
to the Significant and Severe Slope Provisions in the Urban Services Area (USA) .
(PCT130109) (Option 1 as recomrnended by Growth Management)
There were no speakers .

Item 15.06 - Voted 3- 1-1 (Cornrnissioner Zlffer opposed and Mayor Marks absent) to adopt
Resolution No. 13-R-43 approving revisions to the 1989 Sales Tax Program and the
8 lueprint2000 capital projects llstfor the City's 10% share of the one-cent sales tax . (Option 1
as recommended by Growth Management)
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There were no speakers. The motion carried and Resolution No, 13-R-43 was adopted.

Item 16.01 Commission;

Unagendaed BusinessiSpeakers:

The following persons addressed the

1. Mr. Erwin Jackson, 5002 G!enrose Court . appeared before the Commission and
continued his comments in regards to the earlier discussions regarding Item
13.07 (the McKibbon Hotel Group request for an option agreement extension),
and he then commented on the recent arrests of other public officiais from south
Florida and the mayor of Detroit. Mich igan .

Item 17.01 - City Commissioner Information and Sharing ofldeas:
Commissioner Ziffer anno\mced the birth of his third grandchild , reminded everyone of
the importance to spay ,g. neuter your pets, and commended local charitable organizations for
their efforts in the community.
Commissioner r-.1addox noted the recent robbery of Mr. Hoot Gibson , age 90, at his
prodtice stand at his residence en Glenview Drive; Commissioner t\<taddox indicated the two
assailants were swiftty arrested by TPD and that Mr. Gibson was recovering well.
Commissioner Maddox thanked MS.. Allie Fleming, his aide, for serving as the City Comm.ission
Office's coordinator of the United Way fundraising campaign .

In support of the United Way fundraiser, the City Commissioners conducted a raffle
drawing and announced the winners who would receive various gifts and prizes .
Mayor Pro Tem Miller requested that the sidewalk construction/retrofit list be
reexamined, Upon further discussion, the matter was referred to the Long Range Planning
Target issue Committee.

The meeting adjourned at 8:08 p.m.
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United States v. Burnette, 18-CR-0076
Government’s Exhibit 96(d)
Transcript of Government’s Exhibit 96(c)
October 23, 2013
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Gov. Ex. 96(d)
MILLER:

-- Alright, finally, 1307, Extension of Milestone Deadlines in the Second
Option Agreement for Purchase Option of the Former Floridan Parcel at
Southwest Corner of Monroe and Tennessee Streets. And Mayor -- or
Madam Manager?

THOMPSON:

Let me introduce this, and then I'm sure the city attorney has some comments
to make.
On April 24, 2013, the City Commission approved a second extension to the
option agreement with McKibbon Hotel Group to purchase the city parcel
that is adjacent to the Aloft Hotel. The approved extension included
mandatory performance milestones, and the developer is seeking an
amendment to the existing UPUD on the site to change the use to allow for a
120-room hotel.
The requested amendment has been challenged, as you know. We dealt with
that about probably 2 weeks ago, maybe a month ago, which will delay the
amendment process. The developer has requested that an option agreement
be amended to allow for unanticipated delays in the UPUD, in the actual
approval process of the UPUD.
We are recommending an extension, and let me see if the city attorney has
anything to add to that. He's been working on that all week.

SHELLEY:

Mayor, Commissioners -- Mayor Pro Tem, this item comes to us in the
context of a request for an administrative hearing taking place by a
competitor that -- or a neighbor, which was totally unanticipated when we
worked out the timeline for the benchmarks that the folks were going to have
to meet to exercise their option.
I think in talking about this, there was a great concern that if we simply toll
the timing and gave an unlimited amount of time, which we don't really
control in terms of the administrative law process, that hearing and then if
there was an appeal in the circuit court, which there could be -- and again, we
wouldn't control -- that there would be possibly up to 2 or even 3 years that
the property would tie -- be tied up.
We have talked with the developer that is seeking the tolling agreement and
think we have an agreement so that we would agree to only toll it for 1 year.
And that would be the maximum amount, irrespective of what's going on in
the administrative legal arena.
Now if that were to get decided earlier, then it would obviously proceed
earlier, and they would be obligated then to move forward, and the tolling
2
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would end if that happens to be the case. But in any event, we've got an
absolute deadline that, worst-case scenario, the property would be off the
market, and the developer would not be moving forward.
And we think that's agreeable with the department that is involved in this,
and Michael Parker can speak to that specifically. And it gives the
developer, which, I think we have to say through no fault of its own, is now
facing an administrative hearing that was unanticipated at the time we set up
the benchmarks.
MILLER:

Commissioner Gillum?

GILLUM:

Sure. I, excuse me, remember this item from when it first came to us in -- I
don't know what year it was now. But don't start.

(Laughter.)
GILLUM:

It's not a senior moment. It's just I didn't commit it memory. Okay, all right.
But what I do remember about it is I was very attracted to the hotel
component of it, along with the Floridan Hotel -- I mean, the Floridan
property, which was supposed to be mixed use with office. And it was
supposed to work out financially to the point that it would allow us to hold up
our end of the bargain with regard to the parking, which means we collect
enough TIF off of it, tax increment, that it would make the deal doable.
We're now in our, what, second extension, or is this our third extension?

MILLER:

At least two.

ZIFFER:

This would be the third, wouldn't it?

SHELLEY:

There's been two extensions. This would be essentially --

GILLUM:

So we're in the third, and we are -- we are now in the 6th month of the third
extension of a 9-month extension. Is that right? Or is it 12?

ZIFFER:

April was when we did the extension.

GILLUM:

So, roughly, we've exhausted the year --

PARKER:

Actually, what you approved was a 2-year extension in April of this year, but
there are milestones that they had to meet certain performance guideposts.
They met the first one, which was filing for the UPUD amendment.
3
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The next two, next two milestones are in January of 2014, which would be an
agreement with the CRA on the parking structure, as well as submittal of
final building permits.
GILLUM:

So if we -- what you all are asking is that we consider delaying the clock until
such time as the legal matters associated with this are concluded?

PARKER:

Or -- or the earlier of, the date which the challenge has been resolved one
way or the other, or September 19, 2014. So what the city attorney was
referencing is in addition to what you have in front of you was an additional
timeframe, which would put a cap on how long this extension could be
granted in the event because we don't have any control of how long this could
potentially be tied up in the legal process.

GILLUM:

I do have sympathy for the fact that the legal piece is out of the control of
these folks, but I don't accept that we take that risk with them. I mean, I
think that there are risks inherent in this whole thing, and I'm willing to ride it
to a point, but I don't think -- I don't think that's a perpetual, you know,
situation. It certainly isn't an indefinite situation.
I don't know where my colleagues are, but I certainly am -- am somewhere in
the range of 6 months with regards to an extension, and really, if it isn't
sorted out by then, I think it ought to come back into our hands after now,
what, 3 years? How many years total have we been waiting?
I remember the bottom fell out. There were the economic issues. Most of --

ZIFFER:

It was Tom Toew's 100th birthday. I remember that.

GILLUM:

Oh, Lord. Tom, you know, on the block.

MILLER:

I think it was, was it 2008 that we started the process?

PARKER:

Yeah, 2008. And then, at that time, they had an option agreement, which
went to 2011. And then there was an extension granted in 2011 to 2013, and
then the second extension, which you granted in earlier this year, which
would -- to 2015 with the milestones.

GILLUM:

So 5 years pretty much, and in that 5-year period, we've had pretty rocketing
growth in a lot of other areas to include downtown, but also to include gains
in midtown and elsewhere.
So, again, I think while I have sympathy for the situation, I absolutely think
that we have to put a closing window out there. And for me, my threshold is
4
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-- is 6 months.
THOMPSON:

When we first started talking about this earlier this week, part of the
discussion was that we thought 6 months would be an appropriate time. And
even today, having that discussion with staff and with legal about how long
this could potentially take, we originally thought 6 months sounded pretty
reasonable. What Lew has found out since that time is that it probably is not
a reasonable expectation.
However, I think it's still appropriate -- I think your caveat there was that in 6
months it come back to you for consideration, and you could either approve it
or not at that point in time?

GILLUM:

Yeah. I mean, my --

THOMPSON:

That would urge the --

GILLUM:

Frankly, where my gut is, is to end it now. But I understand that we have
entered -- out of fairness, we've entered into a situation wherein we have
allowed up until January for the next benchmark. There's a lawsuit. It puts a
whole -- certainly at least conversations that folks can have with us about
this.
But you know, it's the legal system. There are maneuvers. There are ways to
make your way through it, and I think 6 months is reasonable.

MILLER:

Commissioner Ziffer?

ZIFFER:

Commissioner Gillum made a comment, which I'm in agreement with. The
concern over the TIF level of reimbursement for the parking debt, we're
going to be in the same place whether they get this done in 6 months or a
year. You and I and others probably will still have a concern about that.
So I don't know how -- I'm going to add another caveat to it, and that is I
would like for -- if this does get extended for 6 months, and I'm not -- I have
no appetite for a year. I just don't. I'd be willing to go 6 months, but I think
there has to be some kind of renegotiation now with how we deal with this
parking deck issue.
Because otherwise, we're carrying them along and we're probably at the end
of 6 months going to say no because we haven't resolved that. So I don't
know how we can do that, but I would like to see us probably put some kind
of deadline on that negotiation. Let's resolve this parking issue also so that at
the end of 6 months, if the court issue has been resolved, we've also taken
5
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care of this other. Otherwise, it's just going to keep going on and on, or
they're just going to end it then, and we might as well go ahead and cut it
loose now.
GILLUM:

Well, I mean, my only -- really, the only sympathy I have here is I don't think
we want to send a signal that the way you muddle up the calendar is to take
things to court and slow things down. That's the only real sensitivity,
frankly, that I think has to exist in this situation.
But even with that being the fact pattern, we still have to have an end date to
this before we can -- an end date set, which will allow us to go back out and
see what the appetite is for folks on this particular parcel, on this piece of
property. Because I do think, again, there's a lot that's happening.
We just heard about what's happening at Gaines Street. There's a lot that's
coming online and that's in the hopper in the downtown area. Soon the
Walgreens will be online, and I'm hearing, you know, interest and ideas out
there on other pieces.
So I don't think it would be fair, certainly not for the taxpayers, and I think
this commission in its 5 years of extended -- extension are being
unreasonable about saying that 6 months is probably the furthest extent we're
willing to go.

MILLER:

Well, I agree with what you're saying except for the fact that this particular
owner did not create this situation that they're in now. I think a good
compromise is 6 months.
Now my -- let's get the calendar straight so we understand. Now we've
extended to '15, and so what we're really doing right now is giving them 6
more months to meet the milestones that they were required to meet in
February. Is that what we're --

GILLUM:

January. January.

PARKER:

The concept of the tolling would be basically to freeze those current -- all
those current deliverables for whatever time period you would agree to allow
this legal process to work through, or whatever date you set. And then,
assuming that they were able to resolve that within that 6 months, then you
then -- the original term, then now all those dates would be moved back 6
months.

ZIFFER:

So it's 6 months from January we're adding?
6
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MILLER:

So that's the motion.

PARKER:

Well, actually, I was going to ask you, when you say 6 months, if you're
talking about 6 months from today, which would be October 23rd, if you're
saying we would be getting -- that would be basically take you to -- that
would give them to April 23rd of 2014, which would be that tolling period.
And from that point, that would move that -- those January dates that are
currently in the books 6 months later into the process, if you understand. I
think it's --

GILLUM:

So is there a reason why in this period between now and April things can't be
dealt with so that it's ready for presentation, that that benchmark is then met
at that -- at that point?

PARKER:

And I haven't discussed this with the developer, but I would suggest that we
could look at one of the elements that Commissioner Ziffer mentioned, which
is the issue of resolving whether there's funding for the parking structure.
The developer's rationale for wanting this is they do not want to invest in the
cost of doing the building plans and going through the permitting process at
this point in time if, in fact, there is no end date at which they can get to the
urban PUD approval.
So perhaps one alternative to satisfy you is go ahead and suggest that by that
6-month period, they would need to have resolved the issues with the CRA.
And assuming that they have, they would still get the extension to get the
building permit. So they wouldn't have to -- that would resolve their issue
about having to engage engineers and architects right now to build and
develop plans for a project which they -- at this point in time, they are not
sure they can actually build because they won't be able to do that until the
PUD amendment is completed.

GILLUM:

At what point does the CRA or the city -- I assume we'll be acting in our
capacity as city commissioners -- get to say up or down whether we agree
with whatever project is being proposed if it's a deviation from what was --

PARKER:

Well, there's different processes in that. The amendment to the existing PUD
will come before you after at some point -- and you help me on this, Lew. I
mean, that assuming that the administrative judge upholds the determination
of the Planning Commission, then the next step in the process is that
amendment would come to you as a body to review and approve or
disapprove. Is that correct?
7
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SHELLEY:

The recommended order coming out of the administrative law judge will first
go to the Planning Commission --

PARKER:

Okay, got it.

SHELLEY:

-- for approval and then, subsequently, will come to you as a
recommendation from the Planning Commission.

GILLUM:

So I guess what I'm not clear is who we're buying time for. I mean, when the
order comes down, it goes to the Planning Commission.

SHELLEY:

Right.

GILLUM:

And presumably, if that happens, say, in April, I imagine it would go at the
next opportunity in April and then come before us at the next opportunity,
say, in April to the commission for a decision. And at that time, we will have
a project by which we're able to consider?

SHELLEY:

No, we will -- we will at that point, you will have a --

PARKER:

Amended PUD. You will either approve or disapprove the amendment to the
urban PUD. And at that point in time, then they actually -- if you -- assuming
that you approved it, they know that they can actually go to the design phase
for the project, which --

GILLUM:

So then my intention is correct, which is if that's not settled in 6 months, we
move on, assuming that it is in those 6 months we get the opportunity to vote
up or down on whether we agree with the amendment to the PUD.

THOMPSON:

So --

MILLER:

Well, wait a minute.

THOMPSON:

So what you're saying, basically, is that you want us to have some
conversations with the developer to confirm that it is their intent to do
something that generates the same amount of TIF that we had talked about
previously so that the parking structure --

GILLUM:

That's important, yeah.

THOMPSON:

Okay, all right.

MILLER:

All right. Now --

ZIFFER:

What are our dates now?
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MILLER:

We have -- do we have a representative here who could --

ZIFFER:

That's the developer.

MILLER:

-- enlighten us on some of this and their plan?

TOWNSON:

Thank you, Mayor Pro Tem and Commissioners. I'm Wes Townson, with the
McKibbon Hotel Group, and we're working on our 18th year here in
Tallahassee, and we really appreciate the opportunity to be before you. We
built four hotels. This would be our fifth hotel in Tallahassee.
Where we are in the process is that we have met every milestone that was
established when the extension was agreed to in April. Due to no fault of our
own and none of -- no fault of yours, a third party here in the community has
stepped in, filed a petition challenging your Planning Commission's
recommendation to approve the amendment to the PUD.
We feel that it's appropriate entirely to protect -- to not set dangerous
precedents for you in terms of, hey, I can file an administrative procedure and
actually end a project. Not delay it, but by in effect ending it, spending very
little money to do it, by the way.
Our covenant, our contract at this point essentially is that you were given or
we were given 9 months to work through the process and meet the
milestones, which we have. We are not in a position to spend time and
money, although we've spent quite a bit so far to get to this point, filing the
PUD application, doing the renderings you've seen, doing engineering on the
parking deck. It goes on and on and on. Lots of money. We're not in a
position to spend additional funds until the zoning issue is resolved.
The parking deck design and financing and so forth is a big project, and I'm
sure you appreciate that. Regardless of what is built on this corner parcel
going forward, assuming it's an intensive use, which is something you would
probably want, a lot of work by all parties concerned will have to happen at
the appropriate time.
I don't think it's reasonable for us to go forward working on details related to
the parking deck configuration, design, financing, on and on and on, and your
staff's time and effort to do that -- and consultants, whatever it may take -without the zoning issue being resolved.
In terms of the issue of 6 months versus a year, I think what you hear is that a
year is appropriate. Six months is a very short amount of time. The message
you're sending when you don't provide a reasonable amount of time is that to
9
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the petitioner who's filed a petition is, hey, you got 6 months. They're
calculating or can calculate, okay, how much is that going to cost me to kill
this deal in 6 months?
If you're talking about a year, we think it's an appropriate amount of time to
work through the hearing process, appeals to that process, and we think it's
fair. By the way, if you go a different direction during that same period of
time, you're not going to be able to sell the property, develop the property
anyway.
So in terms of time, this is the quickest alternative to get to some conclusion.
I'd be glad to answer any questions you have.
MILLER:

Commissioner?

GILLUM:

Yeah, I mean, my calendar starts back when you all were meeting with us 5,
6 years ago, and the beautiful charettes that you shared at that time had a
hotel property, which was not named at that time. It later became the Aloft
Hotel, and you had the Floridan office building, with a rendering of its
original façade at the front with a grand entry. It was beautiful, and we
committed ourselves to it along with you and then came up with incentives to
try to make that work.
Out of sensitivity for what was happening in the market, we find ourselves 5
years after that -- you know, after these various extensions, and that project is
still undeveloped. And so, for me what I would love to be able to react to is a
proposed project that we can say this meets our goals and objectives, and it
will supply us with a return on TIF that is required in order for us to hold up
our end of the bargain with the parking garage. Or we don't like it, and we'll
sever at that point.
And so, for me, it seems you probably already have an idea of what that is.
We could, if we weren't prohibited, go into the details of that now, but we -but we've got to wait for this to run its course. And when it does, I think
what we're saying is we would then be able to react to that so that, frankly,
you don't spend any more time or money chasing a project that we won't
support.

TOWNSON:

Again, I would reiterate that's exactly where we are. In April, we had this
discussion. We entered into an extension. We agreed to performance
milestones to get you what you wanted to know on a timely basis. And
again, through no fault of our own and not yours, a challenge has been made
to your Planning Commission's decision.
10
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The DRC had approved the plan. The Planning Commission had approved
the amendment, and it was on its way to you.
GILLUM:

I appreciate that --

TOWNSON:

It would probably be there by now. You would have been voting on, up or
down, what it is we specifically were going to do. And then, by January, we
would have had to have had a development agreement in place for the
parking deck.
Simply, what has happened is, through no fault of our own, someone has
interrupted the process on purpose, and we think it's eminently fair, based on
our relationship going back many years on this project and having performed
at every turn on this project, that we be given the time that we need to get
back on track.

MILLER:

Commissioner Ziffer?

ZIFFER:

Well, I would argue that there was a pretty drastic change from a commercial
office structure with a grand façade that resembled the old Floridan Hotel to - and I haven't even seen any drawings. And I know there are some
wonderful Hampton Inns that are across this country because I've seen them,
but that's a pretty dramatic change in what was originally intended.
So I think this commission has been -- responded fairly well to this point, but
I don't have anything against the Hampton Inn. That's like I said, I've seen
some great ones. But I have some real concerns about the CRA losing
money on this parking deck.
And what my point is, is if that's not changed, I'm going to vote against this
later. So why carry you through all this unless we can start to establish that
we're going to fix that by a certain point? That's my position.

TOWNSON:

From the beginning, this essentially is a concurrent process. We understand
completely the role of the two bodies involved, this body and the Planning
Commission and the CRA, and the decisions that each body has to make.
But things have to go in some sequence.
And first things first is getting a decision from this body on our plan for the
property and going through the zoning process. Just as important is getting
the CRA approval to do the parking deck, and we understand that.
But you really can't get the cart before the horse or the chicken before the
egg. We've got to get that done and resolved before we and you can spend
11
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the time and effort and the money necessary to get the parking deck designed
and built.
I agree with everything that you guys have said. That's what needs to
happen. That is, in fact, what has happened. And again, the only reason
we're here today is because a third party has introduced themselves into the
process.
GILLUM:

But we're here today not only because of that, but we're also 5 years out the
calendar from when we did the initial --

TOWNSON:

And we discussed that in April, and you guys agreed for the extension. We
talked about that extensively at that time, and it's entirely within your
purview to approve or not approve, at the end of the day, what will be done
on this property. And we will -- we have and will be proceeding at risk to get
to that point.
But I think to allow someone who's not involved directly in the process to
derail the process, and you guys, I'm not going to say allow that to happen,
but allow for it to happen by not giving us enough time, tolling time to
resolve it I think is not fair.

MILLER:

Commissioners, I think we have three issues. The first one is that they've
been given an extension. They had to meet milestones in January. And then
a third party intervened, and now they are unable to meet those because they
can't go forward with work until after this particular issue is settled.
Secondarily, they have to come before us with the UPUD, and we have to
approve it.
Third, they have to come to the CRA board and present something that is in
the best interests of the CRA. The CRA certainly is not going to be able to
do anything that is going to cause it to lose money.
And so, just so you are -- as long as they are understanding that there is no
guarantee about the UPUD, there is no guarantee about the CRA money
especially, unless you can come up with a formula that works for the CRA, I
don't have a problem with this stage, but I see those as three different -different scenarios that in this particular case, we have -- we have someone
who's come here, who wants to do business, who is delayed through no fault
of their own.
And I guess, and I'm not going -- I wasn't here previously, 5 years ago, and so
on and so forth. But if that's the way we're going to do business where
12
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people are in a process and somebody else comes in and files a motion that
delays somebody out of the ballpark, I'm just personally not comfortable with
that.
GILLUM:

I don't -- I agree with your point around what is a fault and what is no fault
and not setting a precedent for people being able to interrupt the process in
this way. But that also does not discount everything that has happened up to
that point.
And so, for me, my consideration is in regards to the entire panoply of what's
taken place since this was initially came before this body -- and it was under
a different composition -- to where we are now. So, I mean, I'm prepared to
vote on whatever motion comes forward, but I think I've made myself plain
about what I'm supporting.

MILLER:

Commissioner Ziffer?

HALL:

Could I just say one thing? Could I say one thing?

MILLER:

Yes, sir.

ZIFFER:

Sure.

MILLER:

You are?

HALL:

My name is Doug Hall. I'm Carlton Fields law firm. We're representing
MHG in the administrative hearing.
And I just wanted to let you know how we came up with the period of time
that was requested. We didn't pull it out of the air. From your questions, I
think there may be a little confusion about what the tolling agreement does
and how we came up with these timeframes.
We're in an administrative process that's governed by your city ordinance.
It's a pretty quick clock, but even with a quick clock, we've got timeframes
we've got to meet that are built into the system that we cannot accelerate.
And with 6 months, that essentially means we're going to be coming back
here in March or April.
If this thing goes like a Swiss clock, and they rarely do, the very earliest that
we're going to be concluded with this legal process, just the administrative
process -- assuming there are no appeals -- is going to be, at the very earliest,
March, and we're probably looking more towards April. That's when the
Planning Commission recommendation would come back to you. And we're
13
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looking at that, and we heard the suggestion to have a 6 months' extension of
time. We compare that to the administrative process. It's just not doable.
And if that's the commission's decision tonight, the effect of it is that
someone who opposes this process will be able to kill it simply by filing a
two-page petition.
ZIFFER:

Sure.

HALL:

That's what happened. So it wasn't an arbitrary number we came up with.
Six months will simply not get us there. It's going to be very tight with a
year.
And the way we've tried to structure this agreement is to say if we've
concluded the legal process before then, fine. The tolling agreement
concludes. The clock starts back up. Whatever is left on the clock begins to
run.
If it doesn't, the city has the option at its discretion just to say enough is
enough, it's time to do it. But a year is really the minimum that we can finish
this administrative process that the city ordinance requires.

MILLER:

Commissioner Ziffer?

ZIFFER:

There have been many moments during the last 5 years, of which I've
witnessed 4 of those years. There have been many times where we've heard
"no fault of our own." The economy, and this and that, and you name it.
I'll make a motion for 6 months, and that's as far as I go.

HALL:

I understand. I just didn't want you to think that we were asking for more
than we thought we really needed.

ZIFFER:

And I want clarification from staff what that 6 -- what are we? Are we 6
months from today? Are we 6 months from January?

MILLER:

Michael?

ZIFFER:

When --

MILLER:

Right.

ZIFFER:

Because my opinion is it's 6 months from today. You mentioned March is a
real quick clock. April is maybe. I'm willing to go to April 23rd. That
14
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would be 6 months from now.
THOMPSON:

And -- and let's understand what it is we're trying to accomplish in 6 months,
what the expectation is.

GILLUM:

Well, I'll just say, I mean, for me it is, as I described, would love to be able to
react to a cost-feasible plan. And again, I don't know that that requires all of
the engineering and all that stuff. It may. I don't know. I don't build
buildings.
But we do respond to ideas, and ideas that meet what our goals are. And
right now, at least what I've heard up to this point around the idea that's
proposed, I'm not supportive of. But if there is something that we can be
presented that we can react to by April -- these folks have run the numbers,
and it seems feasible -- I don't know why that can't come back.
And Lew, maybe there's a legal preclusion to that? But I'm not asking for the
PUD necessarily.

MILLER:

Right.

GILLUM:

I'm asking for a decision point.

ZIFFER:

I agree.

MILLER:

All right. So does this mean that we're postponing the January deadline
6 months out, or to April?

PARKER:

If you follow the format that was presented, which is on this concept of
tolling, then essentially, what you would be saying is starting from tonight,
then you would have -- the process would be pushed back 6 months,
essentially.

ZIFFER:

That was my thought --

PARKER:

So the milestones that are due on --

THOMPSON:

January.

PARKER:

-- in January of 2014 would be moved to June 2014.

THOMPSON:

Six months out, right. It moves all of the milestones 6 months out.

MILLER:

So all the dates involved move 6 months out.
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GILLUM:

So the reason why, to me, it doesn't seem acceptable is what if we continue to
push that back, and we get a product again after they've gone through that
that we don't agree with? And now we've wasted their money and their time,
this commission's time, and we've also continued to tie up the property.
So --

THOMPSON:

Is there a way that we can ask the developer if they would be willing to start
working on a concept that can come back to the commission even while we're
in the legal process?

TOWNSON:

I'm trying -- I'm searching for the right words.

GILLUM:

Direct.

TOWNSON:

No.

THOMPSON:

No, there's not?

TOWNSON:

No, that is not reasonable at all. We have to understand that we have a
project in terms of zoning before we spend -- to do any of this that we're
talking about involves considerable effort and money in terms of completing
the PUD process, preparing to make our case to you for what we want to do
with the property, preparing our case to be made to the CRA for the
construction of the parking deck. It's quite unreasonable to expect that we
would spend that money and do that while at the same time we're trying to
get through the administrative hearing process to find out whether we can do
this at all.

GILLUM:

Madam Chair, I would recommend that we delay this item to the next
meeting until some sort of conclusion can be reached. Other than that, I
mean, I see no way forward that works for us and also works for them.
And I've got a lot of questions about what the range of possibilities are, but
sort of the absolute -- the absolutism of "No, we can't do this," I'm impacted
by. But by the same token, I don't think it is reasonable for us to continue to
tie this up and to kick the calendar around and kick it out to then get back a
product we don't like. And what we will have done is hung the calendar up.

THOMPSON:

And our next meeting will be November 26th.

ZIFFER:

Because I stand by what my motion was, and that is -- I probably should have
said it -- inclusive of what Commissioner Gillum was just suggesting, which
is have some kind of an idea within a specified period of time of a project we
16
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know we're going to approve.
Because right now, unless this TIF issue is resolved, when it comes to the
CRA, I'm voting no. And I'm not going to be able to support it anywhere else
because I am not going to put the CRA in a position where we tie up virtually
all of our dollars and we lose money.
So I'm willing to go to November 23rd, but right now, based upon what
you're telling me, which is you need a year or nothing, I mean -- this point.
GILLUM:

We get nothing for it.

TOWNSON:

Again, let me be clear, what I'm telling you about the process is exactly what
we've already agreed to back in April. We agreed to this process in April.
The only thing that's changed is a third party has introduced themselves into
the process.
We were going to meet those milestones. We were working toward that. We
will do all the things you've talked about in terms of feasibility, presentation
back to the City Commission on use and so forth and so on. But I cannot
continue that process without knowing whether this administrative process
has been resolved.

ZIFFER:

I completely understand. And if you're in a position where you can't move,
then I'm in a position where I can't move, which means this thing ends in
January as of now.
So I don't know what to say other than maybe give everybody 30 days to cool
their emotions and try to get it resolved. But at this point, if you're not
willing to move, neither am I. And which means in January, we have to have
this, or we're done.

MILLER:

Well, I'm not clear exactly what flexibility he has to move because they are
tied up in a court case that precludes any other motion on any front.

GILLUM:

Well, I think -- I mean, at least what I'm hearing is that for them it doesn't
make probably good business sense to continue to invest in feasibility for -for this property with a big question about whether or not they will win in
this -- in this legal case. And again, as I said before, I think there is risk
involved here, but I think we ought to bear proportionate shares of it.
And so, again, I think Commissioner Ziffer is right in his characterization,
which is if some give can't be given and we can't come to a solution, and
absent any action by this commission, it expires in January.
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MILLER:

Well, so are you asking them to go ahead with their planning and with their
concept development --

GILLUM:

My -- I thought my request was simple, which was to provide a concept that
we could respond to.

MILLER:

So you are asking --

GILLUM:

And I'm not talking about PUD approval and obviously that it fiscally and
financially meets our needs with regard to the parking garage. To me, it
seems like those are financials that I certainly would know before I got to this
point on a project. It just seems like those are kind of bare minimums for
whether or not I would make this kind of an investment.
But if they're not and it takes a year to get there, then I think we're -- you
know, we're at an impasse.

THOMPSON:

And again, I think what Mr. Townson is saying is the -- I think -- and correct
me if I'm wrong -- that you would expect that to mean that you would come
back with detailed plans. And I don't think that's what Commissioner Gillum
is saying. I think what he is saying basically is that he wants to have an
understanding that we will have a project that comes very close to the TIF
that we've always planned on.

TOWNSON:

I don't want to belabor the point, but just to be very -- more specific, we
arranged for one meeting and then a second meeting with CRA staff about
how we would proceed with the parking deck, for example. Those meetings
have occurred.
The staff shared with us the preliminary pro forma, if you will, for the
parking deck. In that meeting, there were a lot of innovative and serious
discussion about how we might do this. For example, we build the parking
deck. The city owns part of the spaces or some of the spaces, which has been
done in the past.
Whether or not there are beefed up foundations for future development on top
of the parking deck, exactly what rates are charged in the parking deck, how
many other users we can get for the parking deck. And as I might say, it goes
on and on. But that's what we were actually doing, and that involves legal
work. It involves engineering to some extent.
By the way, we've already engaged an engineer on our own dime to do
considerable work, which I think you've seen, on the parking deck. So that
work has been advanced quite far down the road. The impression that I think
18
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people have is that we weren't proceeding extraordinarily diligently toward
getting all of this done, and it was moving along quite well and on schedule.
And in terms of our relationship with the city, I think it has been outstanding,
and we have performed at every turn. Built a great hotel on the Floridan
project. We've been paying rent, by the way, to the CRA. It's not like there
when you say "incentives," there actually weren't any incentives to speak of
on this project.
We paid for the property we bought market value. We're going to pay for the
property we're talking about. We're paying rent for the parking spaces on
both properties, the upper and the lower. And so that's really the relationship
we've had in the past and, hopefully, going forward in the future.
MILLER:

So are we -- we have a motion on the floor. I'm not sure whether I heard a
second or not. No motion, no second.

THOMPSON:

Could -- okay.

MILLER:

What about the discussion of postponement?
comments on that?

GILLUM:

There's a motion. So it'll be back.

ZIFFER:

Yeah, I mean, I would not be opposed to staff coming back, working with the
developer, to see if there's an opportunity to work at the next meeting or
December. But at this point -- I'm sorry, my microphone.

MILLER:

Is that a motion?

ZIFFER:

I'm asking staff to --

THOMPSON:

Oh, okay. You said we'd be opposed to bringing it back in a month?

ZIFFER:

It's to staff working with the developer and see if we can get off this stuck
spot we're in.

TOWNSON:

I'm fine with that.

SHELLEY:

But as long as --

MILLER:

Bring it back. Would you like to make a motion?

SHELLEY:

The UPUD issue is before the administrative hearing.
19
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ZIFFER:

Yeah.

SHELLEY:

So the developer nor the city can really be talking about that.

GILLUM:

About the PUD or the project?

SHELLEY:

The garage project is not part of the UPUD. You can talk about that all you
want to.

TOWNSON:

Right.

:

Mm-hmm.

ZIFFER:

That's a sticking point right now, a big one.

MILLER:

Do we -- do I hear a motion that we revisit this topic on November 26th?

ZIFFER:

I'm preferring not to put it in a motion. I'm just asking staff if they could get
with the developer, and if there's something that comes out of it, then we can
have an agenda item and move forward.

MILLER:

All right.

ZIFFER:

But I don't want to vote on anything tonight. It is where it is. It's January -the damned benchmark stays where it is.

MILLER:

We will see you again on November 26th, and also, staff, we will be working
with staff to try to work through some of the questions that the
commissioners have. And hopefully, you can translate some of this into a
workable solution.

ZIFFER:

The other thing, this is an important vote, and I'd like the Mayor back here
for this also.

MILLER:

That's -- and well, I guess Commissioner Maddox is out of it, but yes. I agree
with you that we should probably have a full commission, at least close to it.

GILLUM:

Also, are there any prohibitions on commissioners receiving an update from
these folks on the state of affairs? Because I think part of it is our ability to
communicate, ask questions, understand is limited by the fact that it has to
happen here.

SHELLEY:

Well, it is limited, Commissioner, in terms of the UPUD, which is rezoning,
and that's before a judge. So it would be inappropriate to be discussing that.
20
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Now, again, in terms of any issues relative to the parking garage and any
other whatever that might include, if it includes just parking, if it includes
other stuff, whatever, you can -- you can -- staff can talk with the developer
about that all they want to.
GILLUM:

Okay. I look forward to it.

MILLER:

All right. So we'll revisit this on November 26th.
Thank you.
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SUMMARY
November 26, 2013
The CHy Commission met in regular session on November 26 . 2013 in the Commission
Chambers in City Hall with Commissioners Marks, Ziffer, Gillurn, ~.faddox, and Miller present
Also present \vere City Manager Thompson, City Attorney Shelley, and City Treasurer-Clerk
Cooke. Mayo r Marks called the meeting to order at 4 :05 p.m.

Item 5.01 was the recognition of Interim Assistant City Manager Mr.. Dee Crumpler for his
completion of the rnrectors Graduate Institute program of the Norm Carolina State University
National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) Director's Prog ram. (Brought forward by
Mayor Marks)
Pension Board of Trustees Meeting
The regular rneeting of the City Commisslon recessed and a meeting of the Pension Board of
Trustees was convened. Trustees Marks, Miller, Ziffec Gillum, and Maddox were present.
Trustee M . Joani Chase was absent.

Item 7.01 - Voted 5-0 (Trustee Chase absent) to accept and implement the 2012 pension
actuarial report for the defined benefit pension plan ,
City Treasurer-Clerk Cooke stated the purpose of the rne€ting was to accept the October 1, 20'! 2
Actuar[al Report for the City of Tallahassee Pension Plan. Mr. Joe Griffin, of Buck Consultants,
was present and available to answer the Commission's questions.

Mr, Griffin stated the pension plan was currently 91 ,'.)/i funded overal! , with th e General
Employees plan being 95% funded, 85}~ for Police, and 82.6% for Fire.
The meeting of the Pension Board of Trustees adjourned and the regular meeting of the City
Commission reconvened •11ith Commissioners Marks, Miller, Gillum, Maddox, and Ziffer present.

Item 8.01 was when Mayor Marks inquired if anyone desired to address the Commission relative
to any ltems on the published agenda, The following persons appeared and addressed the
Commission :
Ms. Morgan McCord , 106 North Bronough Street. Florida TaxWatc.h, appeared in regards
to Item 13.01 to encourage the City to continue the Grmvth Management Department's
one- and two-family residential permit gua rantee program.
Mr. Shane Lambert, 4454 Sierra Court, President, Tallahassee Builders Association ,
appeared in regards to Item 13,01 to encourage the City to continue the Growth
Management Department's one- and tvvo-family residentiat permit guarantee program.
Mr. Erwin Jackson, 5002 Glenrose Court, appeared in regards to Item 13.02. Mr.
Jackson commented regarding his objection to the extension requested by the McKibbon
Hotel Group (~<11HG).
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Mr, Gary Yordon, 502 North Adams Street representing MHG, appeared in regards to
It-em 13.02, requesting a 90--day extension from the time the Urban P!anned Unit
Development (UPUD) approvaL
Ms Nancy Linnan of CaritonFields P.A , 215 South Calhoun Street, representing MHG.
appeared in regards to Item 13.02. Ms. Linnan provided a brief update to the
Commission and requested a 90-day extension from zoning approval. with
acknowledgement that the project would also require CRA approwil.
Voted 5-0 to approve sta.ff's recommendations presented on Consent Agenda ftems 9.01

-9.17, taking the following action:
ttem 9.01 was the reappointments of Mdrnes. Kristi Aday and Katie Kelly to the
Environmental Code Board ; terms to expire in November 2.016. (Recommended
by the May or's Office}

Item 9.02 was the appointment of Mr. Edward N. Bass, rn, to the Board of
Adjustment and P·,ppea!s (SOAA); term to expire in June 2016. (Recommended
by The Mayor 's Office and the Commission)
Item 9.03 was the approval to appropriate $250,000 from the Fire Services Fund
reserve account (Fund No_ 133) to be transferred to a Htigation project for the
defense of a dass action lawsuit arising over collection of the fire service fee .
(Recommended by the City Attomey and the Fire Chief)

The City and the County have joi ntly retained the !aw firm of Ausley & t\kf\,1ulien,
PA. to defend the case.

Item 9.04 \Vas the approval of a $75,0-00 settlement agreement pertaining to
damage to real and personal property owned by Francis Hansen whose address
is 1318 Diamond Street; to be funded from Risk Management operating funds
{740-120601-540070). (Recommended by the City Attorney)
The settlement agreement was approved by the Uabi!ity Oversight Committee"
!tern 9.05 was the authorization of the sale of the City's interest in one acre on
Buck La.ke R.oad to Byron Block, on behalf of the Tung Hill Farms Trust, for
$40,000, and the termination of the Benjamin's Run Urban ServicesDevelopment Agreement. (Recommended by the City Attomey and Property
Managemen0

The Clty of Ta llahassee and Block Family Trust entered into an urban services
development agreement for the development of the Benjamin's Run Planned Unit
Development (PUO) in 1992. The agreement provided for the dedicati.on ofa 1acre fire station slte. Staff has determined thatthe 1-acre site is not sufficient for
devetoprnent ot a fire station .
Item 9.06 was the approval to award the Rapid Rehousing Program contract in
an amount of $93.707, to the 8i-g Bend Homeless CoaHtion; to be funded from
COT Project No. 1400205. (RFQ No. 0158- 13-VA-BC) (Recomtnended b_y'
Economic & Cornmunity Development)
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Item 9,07 was the approval to award the Permanent Relocation Program
contract, in an amount of $28,00D, to The Salvation Army; to be funded from
COT Project No. 1400239. (RFQ No. 0157 -'13-VA-RC) (Re-comrnended by
Economic & Community Dev-elopment)

Item 9.08 was the approval to execute 3-year term contracts , with one optional 6mont!·1 extension, with each firm listed below for temporary personnel services
(administrative and semi-professional) on an "as-needed" basis . (Bid No. 015113-JAG-BC) (Option 1 as recommende·d by Manar;ement & Administration)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remedy Intelligent Staffing, 1550-2 Village Square Blvd,, Tallahassee, FL
United Epic Group, Inc. , 1529 Twinlakes Circle. TaHahassee, FL
Aerotek, Inc., 1820 E. Park Avenue, Suite 203, Tallahassee, Fl
tv1oten late. Inc, (MTl), 390 N. Orange Avenue, Surte 1890, Orlando, FL
Prernier Staffing Source, lnc .,4640 Forbes Blvd., Suite 200A, Lanham, MD

Item 9,09 1NaS the approval of annual maintenance agreements for various
information technology systems for FY2014 . in the amount of $2,48 1,690 as
approved in the FY2014 operating budget. (Option 1 as recommended by
Management & Administration - lnfo.rmation Systems Services)

The agrecernents include. but are not limited to , Orac!e/PeopleSoft
application maintenance. Motorola (Computer Aided Dispatch) rnaintenance, and
Hayes E-Government (computer netvvork equipment).

ttern 9.10 was the approval of initiation of an out-ofc-cycle Comprehensive P!an
amendment for 224 East Sixth Avenue, the City's old Fire Station No. 2, to
change the zoning from Government Operation to Central Urban .
(Recommended by Planning)

The rezoning will facilitate sale of the former fire station site to TALCOR
Holdings, !nc. who has agreed to purchase the site for the amount of $601 .000.

lt€m 9.11 was the approval of the sa!e of three vacant surplus parcels, the 0.45acre lot on St. Francis Street (Parcel No. 2136900338775) and the 0.47-acrelot
on W . Gaines Street (Parcel No. 2136900178615) for $225 ,000 each to Taking
Schatz, LLC; and the sale of the OH-acre lot on \N. Gaines Street {Parcel No.
21369003'18750) for $75 ,500 to Price-Smith Properties. (Recommended by
Property Management)

Item 9.12 was the approval of the subdrvislon plat of Lofts at Midtovm.
(Recornmended by Public vVorks)
Item 9.13 was th€ approval to award a construction contract to Talcon Group
LLC in the amount of $381,057.55 for the construction of Gaines Street North
Bicycle Boulevard {GOT Project No. 1200349). {lFB No. 0·154-13-RVVT-FT)
(Recommended by Public Works)
Item 9.14 was the approval to replace eight Solid \/Vaste Services trucks
(compressed natural gas (CNG) : three front loaders and one residential trash
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truck; diesel: two residential rear steers and tvvo commercial roll-off trucks) from
four different vendors: to be funded from the Solid Waste Reserve Fund (603272300). (Recommended by Solid w'iJste Services)

Quantity

3

Truc~Typc
Front Loader
Rear Steer - Body

Vendor

Capit~!.Truc~s,_. lnc.

Contract

Cost
$785.754
·--·· ······· · ·· ····
$170,050

2489

· ········· ·· ······ -· ··········· · ····· ··········· ·· · ···

l)eterson l 11(iustr1e:s: jnc
~~)le Source Purchase
Ward lntcrnationa! Trucks '°? "- 1 "
Rear Steer- ChHssis of Florida, Inc
- -· --·

$14'.'L237

$298.536

2
~rrash

$164.903

Total

$1,562.480

Item 9.15 was the approval to submit the 2014 Florida Department of
Transportation (FOOT) Service Development Grant Joint Participation
Agreement (JPA) fo r state capital assistance ln an amount up to $40 ,000 and
approved execution of the authorizing resolution and ail related documents to
administer said grant (Recommended by St-arMetro)
This grant will provide up to $40,000 in state funding to be matched with $40 ,000
from local Community Transportation funds to provide for facility and technology
upgrades to StarM:etro's call center. No City funds are required.

Item 9.16 was the approval of a 1•year contract to Polydyne , Inc. to provide
Polymer Product Clarifloc SE-1298 for the · wastewater treatment process at a
unit price of $0 .85 per pound . {Bid No. 0112R~13-Rfv1-FT) (Recommended by
Underground Utilities)
Purchase of this chemical tor the remaining fiscal year is estimated at $171,700
and wm be funded through the Wastewater Treatment Operating Budget for
chemicals (500--490306-523010) . Funding for future years price agreement is
subject to appropriation,

Item 9.17 was the approval of the ranking of professional consulting services for
Water Resources Engineering and authorization for staff to negotiate and
execute 3~year contrnuing services contracts , with 2 optional i•year extensions ,
with the. top 10 ranked firms , (RFQ No. 0123-13-RM-FT) {Hecommended by
Unde1gmund Utilities}
Item 11 ,01 was a briefing on State and Federal Legis!ahve Priorities for 2014. (Brought
forward by the Mayor's office)
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Mr. Rick Minor, Chief of Staff, Office of the Mayor, conducted a PowerPoint presentation of the
City's 2014 state end federal legislative principles and prioflties for FY2014.
No action required; this item was for informational purposes only.

Item 12.01 was the introduction of Ordinance No. 13-0-33; adopting a comprehensive plan map
amendment for Oise Village; and set the first and only public hearing for December 11, 2013, at
6 p.m. in the City Commission Charnbers. (Brought forvvard by the City Attomey)
Item 13,01 - Voted 5-0 to approve continuance of the 7-day {working days) on-time or money
back guarantee program for one- and two-family permit applications, and directed staff to
provide annual updates on the effectiveness of the program . (Option 1· as recommended by
Grol!Vth Management)
Ms. Karen Jumonville, Director, Grovvth Management, reported on the City's success with the
program and Growth Management support for continuance of the prograrn.
Ms. Jumonville
highlighted that not a single refund had been issued since the inception ofthe program and that
the department demonstrated rnou/o compliance with the deadlines imposed by the terms of the
program.

Item 13.02 • Voted 4-0 (Commissioner Maddox absent) to extend the McKibbon Hotel Group
option agreementto February 28. 2014 in order to allow for consideration of the proposa l by the
Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA} Board of Dfrectors.

Item 13.03 - {deieted from the agenda) was the approval of Memorandum of Agreement to
renovate and lecase the Cascades Park Electric Building. (Bma9ht forvvard by Property
Management)

This item was tabled untif the December 4, 2013 Regular Meeting,
Item 13.04 - Voted 5-0 to elect Commissioner G rl Ziffer to serve as Mayor Pro Tern for the
ensuing year, w ith term to end on November 21 , 2014 - the date of the 2014 Reorganization
Meeting, {OpUon .1 as recommended by the Treasurer-Clerk_)

Item 14.01 was an update on 1he activities of the Long Range Planning Target Issue
Committee, which included d fscussion of the following topics : (Brought forward by
Commissioners Mi!Jer and M8ddox)
•
•
•
•

DRC rneetings and Senate Bill 50 - public participation legislation
update on nonconforming uses
backfiov,1 prevention and cross--connectfon control
bench/shelter/transit amenity advertising program

Item 14.02 was an update on the actlvities of the Quality of Life TargBt lssue Committee. which
included discussion of the following topics : (Brought forward by Comrnissioners Ziffer and
Marks)
•
•
•

Update on the homeless shelter relocation efforts
Diswssion of Art Ailey grant
Update on GreenP11nt Plan implementation
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Item 14,03 was an update on the activities of the Innovation and Engagement Target Issue
Committee. (Brought forwa.n:J by Commissioners Gl1fum and Ziffor)

•

•

Community Tovm Hall Forum wherBin visits were made to:
'.> Providence Neighborhood Fun Day:
o Florida State University's Student Government .Association Leadership
Breakfast; .and
c, Miracle Village Independent Living , Inc.
Vendor access to city government with the electronic selh~ervice business portal
accessible via Talgov,com

Tt1e Commission recessed for a brief break and rec-0rwened with Commissioners Marks, Ziffer,
Glllum, Maddox and Miller present.
Item HL01 - Voted 0-5 to adopt rezoning Ordinance No. 13-Z-27, amendment to the Official
Zoning n1ap to change the zoning classification from the Lake Protection (LP) zoning district to
the Stars f1.,1idd le School Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning district (Option 1 as
recommended by Pl-anning)
The Commission voted unanimously to reject the proposed ordinance.

City Attorney Shetley advised the Commission that Stars Middle School had withdrawn its
rezoning and site plan applications subsequent to the November 19, 2013 public hearing and
subsequent denial of the request by the Planning Commission City Attorney Sheliey advised
that the applicant is now considering alternative locations for the school.
Item 16,02 - Voted 5-0 to adopt Ordinance No. 13-0-30, revising the Land Development Code
to provide for public participation at Development Review Comrnittee (DRC) rneetfngs. (Option 1
as recommended by the City Attorney}

There were no speakers .
Item 16.03 - Voted 5~0 to adopt Resolution No 13-R-37; closure of the southernmost segment
of Raven Street at West Tennessee Street, based on the findings and recommendation of the
Development Review Committee.

Mr. Gabe Menendez, Director, Public V\lorks, addressed concerns expressed by the
Commission as to citizens· comments during the November 19, 20 13 hearing,
There were no speakers,
Item 16.04 - Voted 5-0 to adopt Resolution No. 13-R~33 , to provide for using the uniform
method of collection to collect the special assessment for the Luxe Special Infrastructure District
to reimburse the City of Tallahassee.

There were no speakers,

Item 17,01 (taken out of order) - Unagendaed Business and Speakers.
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Mayor Marks inquired if anyone desired to address the Commission and the following persons

appeared:
Mr. Erv1in .Jackson, 5002 Glenrnse Court.. appeared before the Comrnlssion in
support of the Ethics Advisory Panel's recommendations and urged the
CormniSsionto accept the Panel's recommendations without change.
Mr. BW Lowman, 3742 Dorset Way, appeared.before the Commission to comment
on the history surrounding the establishment of Hlstorica!ly Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs).
Mr. Lowman requested the City's support in fostering
community dialogue concerning these academic institutions.

Ms.

Ula Richardson, 3017 Baron lane, submitted a speaker form but was not
present when called to speak. Ms. Rrchardson's form indicated she wished to
address t:he Comrnission relative to issues concerning tile StarMetro transit
agency
Item 18..01 - Sharing of ldeas.
Commissioner Miller requested that the current eligibility period for free Solid Waste Helping
Hands servlce for elderly or disabled persons be increased from 1 year to 3 years in order to
prevent seniors from having to visit their doctor in order to obtain a new certificate each year.
The Commission requested that staff review this suggestion and present a recommendation to
the Commission at a later meeting.
Commissioner Millerannounced that Live-Wmk~Learn-Play (LWLP) , an !ntemaUonal rea l estate
development and advisory finn from Canada, recently visited Tallahassee to conduct an
assessment of the downtown area . Commissioner Miller stated L\NLP's number one
recommendation w.as to implement a way-finding system (signage system).
Commlssion Ziffer encouraged the public to stop and play one of the pink pianos that have been
placed at various locations a.round town . Commissioner Ziffer explained that the pink pianos
where stationed to increase breast cancer awareness,
Commissioner Ziffer encouraged the public to spay or neuter their pets.
Comrnissioner GtHum recognized Ms. Tomka Smith, Executive Director, Palmer Munroe Teen
Center, and her staff, for their work with the youth in the community. Commissioner Gillum
noted that Ms. Smrth and 25 students recently returned from a tour of various college
campuses, and t hat a Thanksgiving dinner was hosted the prevlous evening to acknowledge
teens who received good school grades for the preceding academic quarter.
Commission Ziffer thanked Assistant City Manager Fernandez and the Utility and Fire
depart!T1ents for their participation in the Fight for Air Climb fundraiser held on November 23 ,
2013 atPlaza Tower on Kleman Plaza. Commission Zjffer stated they raised almost $25,000 to
benefit the American Lung Associatjon and he thanked the City staff who participated .
Commissioner f<11addox expressed condolences for the family of Trent McElmy, a fourth grader
at. Roberts Elementary Schoo!.. who had !ost a battle with terminal cancer. Commissioner
Maddox expressed that Trent inspired many and wm forever be in the fabric of our city.
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Commjssioner Maddox showcased an adoptable pet from the Animal Services Center (ASC), a
mixed breed rat terrier and Australian cow dog named Karina. Commissioner t\1addox advised
interested persons to contact the ASC via telephone or by visiting the City website .
Commissioner Maddox announce-cl he would pay the necessary $100 adoption fee on behalf of
the new owner.
Mayor Marks noted the recent death of Mr. Larry Fuchs, who served as the president of the
Board of Directors of the LeMoyne Center for the Visual ivts. Mayor Marks expressed his
condolences to the. Fuchs family and noted the City had been atternpting to present ML Fuchs
with a proclamation, and the Mayor indicated a posthumous proclamation would be forthcorning.
Commissioner Gillum reminded the public that Saturday, December 7tti was Small Business
Saturday and encouraged residents to shop at locally~owned establishments.
There being no further business to discuss, the meeting adjourned at 6'.40 p.n-i.
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United States v. Burnette, 18-CR-0076
Government’s Exhibit 99(d)
Transcript of Government’s Exhibit 99(c)
November 26, 2013
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THOMPSON:

Gov. Ex. 99(d)
The next item is 13.02, Approval of Extension of Purchase Option
Agreement with McKibbon Hotel Group.
And Commissioners, on October 23rd, the City Commission considered a
request from the McKibbon Hotel Group to extend their current purchase
option agreement with the city for 1 year. The City Commission continued
the item to November 26th. The McKibbon Group has since modified their
request, and as I sat down here today, it was a 53-day extension of the
agreement when we actually put the agenda out.
The rationale for the extension request was that a legal challenge was filed on
the proposed amendment to the urban planned unit development, which
governed the project site, and it was anticipated that it would take 6 to 12
months to resolve that challenge. The legal challenge has been withdrawn, as
you know, and McKibbon has now requested a 53-day extension -- and I will
come back to that -- which reflects the time which elapsed between the time
the legal challenge was initiated and withdrawn.
So what you heard today, when we came into the room, it was 53 days as far
as I knew. However, staff has been having some discussions with
representatives of McKibbon Group, and there are a couple of things that
have happened since that agenda item was written.
One was, as I have been told -- and again, I'm still obtaining information on
this. One was that the public hearing that was scheduled, that was hoped to
be scheduled for December 11th was not able to be scheduled for that time
because there was not enough notice from the last meeting that we had where
we talked about this and that time. And we didn't get that done.
So the next public hearing is January --

MARKS:

Twenty-third.

THOMPSON:

-- 23rd? Twenty-sixth? Okay. Twenty-two? January 22nd. So that's when
the next public hearing can be held.
Additionally, as you know, this project has a great relationship with the CRA.
And the CRA also wants to have some issues resolved prior to the time that
the land use or zoning changes is considered. They want to have all of that
resolved.
Now what I understand that Mr. Yordon was asking and Ms. Linnan was
asking was for 90 days additional after that January CRA meeting so that
they can then come back and put together the drawings and the appropriate
information related to that.
2
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Gov. Ex. 99(d)
Have I stated that correctly? Have I stated that correctly? No, not quite.
MARKS:

Ninety days from PUD, from the zoning. Ninety days from approval of the
zoning.

THOMPSON:

Is that correct?

MARKS:

Ninety days from the approval of the zoning is what I understand it to be.

THOMPSON:

Well, the question is whether or not we want to approve the zoning first.

YORDON:

Right. What we have been discussing is letting the CRA bring the project up
or down on the 23rd.

THOMPSON:

Right.

YORDON:

The next City Commission meeting, if it's up -- if it's down, it's over. The
next City Commission meeting after the CRA, if the CRA approves the
project, would be the zoning hearing, and then we would need 90 days after
that to complete the documents.

THOMPSON:

So --

MARKS:

That's what I understand as well.

THOMPSON:

Mm-hmm. If you have questions, I think some of our staff can answer some
of these questions for you.

ZIFFER:

So that puts us into May? Is that right? Conceivably? I'm just asking. I
mean --

PARKER:

My calculations, assuming -- because it has to be a public hearing, assuming
the CRA board were to approve the financing, you would be hearing the PUD
amendment on February 26th, which would be the public hearing, and then
90 days from that, they would have to turn in their plans by May 21, 2014.

MARKS:

Go ahead, Commissioner.

MILLER:

Well, now what happened to the January date? I mean, there was a January
public hearing in there somewhere for the PUD.

PARKER:

Oh, yes. Well, the January -- the challenge is, is if it's going to -- if the CRA
-- if the preference is to have the CRA make a determination on whether they
are willing to provide a funding agreement for the parking structure, their
meeting in January is scheduled for the 23rd of January.

MILLER:

Right.

3
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PARKER:

Gov. Ex. 99(d)
So if they were to approve that, then the next step in the process would be for
you to consider the amendment to the PUD, which has to be at a public
hearing, and the next available public hearing date after the 23rd of January
would be the 26th of February.

THOMPSON:

Now the other option would be to move the CRA meeting earlier, if you
cared to do that.

MILLER:

But then you have --

GILLUM:

But tonight's action, I mean, it would be appropriate to say that we would
delay any decision until after the CRA meeting. Because this whole timeline
I'm not all the way convinced around, but I can see us going to the CRA
meeting and, hopefully, being able to make a determination about the process
going forward. Assuming it wins the will of the CRA and there's a
willingness to move forward, then it comes back to this commission to make
a decision around the timeline.
If the decision is not to move forward, then it's a mute point really after that.

MARKS:

I think you're saying you wait for the CRA decision.

GILLUM:

Right.

MILLER:

So what's the question before us tonight then again?

GILLUM:

I mean, my motion would be that we delay a decision on this until after the
CRA meeting.

MARKS:

Until the CRA acts.

THOMPSON:

To even extend the 90 days?

MARKS:

Yeah. Well, yeah. There's no sense in us doing anything -- uh-oh, our
lawyers are jumping up over here.

PARKER:

You will need -- but you will need to amend the option agreement because as
it stands today, the option -- if the decision -- if the CRA decision isn't made
by January 20, 2014, then the option agreement expires.

MARKS:

Well, I think the motion would include do what is necessary so we can
comply with the motion, take the necessary steps to comply with the motion.
Commissioner Ziffer?

ZIFFER:

This is a lot better than a year, which is where we were 3 or 4 weeks ago. So
4
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Gov. Ex. 99(d)
I'm pleased about that. I'm still not pleased about the fact that this is going to
extend out until May. But it sounds to me that the dates -- because of the
timeframe that is required to advertise the meeting, we missed it by a day?
MARKS:

A day.

THOMPSON:

Yes. Yep, a day.

ZIFFER:

And because of that, this gets pushed back. And quite frankly, my position -and I think I was clear last time -- I'm concerned about the garage and the
funding and the paying of that. So as much as I fought this last time, I'm
willing to go ahead and at least get us through the CRA meeting and then go
from there. Because I think the CRA discussion is the most important.

MARKS:

It is.

ZIFFER:

And I'm willing to do that because it's not a year and also because it seems
like maybe this was a little bit of our fault for not getting this done quick
enough.

MARKS:

Wait --

GILLUM:

My motion would be that we extend to the CRA meeting and also extend the
--

ZIFFER:

Milestones.

GILLUM:

-- milestones --

MARKS:

Accordingly.

GILLUM:

-- accordingly, consistent with the CRA meeting and not be -- you know, I'm
not -- I'm not in a position to say a timeline really beyond that point.

MARKS:

I think they'll still figure it out. Yeah. So --

THOMPSON:

You're concerned about the option that expires on January?

GILLUM:

Yeah, about extending the option that expires.

ZIFFER:

So whatever, take that --

MARKS:

We'll do what's -- Lew knows. Do whatever is consistent with the motion in
terms of the legalities of it. That's what we're saying.

ZIFFER:

Well, but okay. So it hits -- we have the CRA discussion at the end of
January, and then the next time the commission would be able to discuss this
5
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Gov. Ex. 99(d)

would be mid February?
THOMPSON:

That would be the public hearing.

ZIFFER:

So if we were to just play it safe and say we would extend option agreement
to February 28, we'd be safe?

PARKER:

Are you saying that, yes, extend the milestones --

ZIFFER:

The milestones, excuse me.

PARKER:

-- that expire on January 20th to February 28th would give you sufficient
time to have considered the CRA. The way it's word -- the way that Mr.
Yordon explained it was, is if the CRA chooses not to fund the agreement,
then the option agreement would expire at that point.
If they do choose to fund it, then you would be considering an amendment to
the UPUD on the 26th of February.

GILLUM:

My motion is consistent with that. February 28th, yeah.

MILLER:

Second.

MARKS:

Properly moved and second. All in favor of the motion, say aye.

(A chorus of ayes.)
MARKS:

It passes, 4-0. Commissioner Maddox has abstained, as I understand it.
Okay? He's not there, but he didn't vote. Let's put it that --

MILLER:

I think you should probably note --

GILLUM:

I don't know -- yeah, I think he's out of chambers.

MARKS:

He's out of chambers, let me put it that way. Commissioner is out of
chambers.
Okay. Now --

MILLER:

Next -* * * * * * * *
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SUMMARY
Tallahassee, Florida
February 12, 2014
The City Commission rnet in regular session on February 12, 2014 , ln the City Hall Commission
Chambers with Commissioners Marks, Ziffer, Gi!lum , Maddox, and Miller present. Afso present
were City Manager Thompson, C ity Attorney Shelley , and City Treasurer-Clerk Cooke, Mayor
Marks called the meeting to order at 4:06p.m .

Item 5,01 was the presentation of a proclamation recognizing Women in Construction V\leek.
Ms. Barbara Bergstrom , Vice President/Corporate Surveyor, Poole Engineering & Surveying.
Inc. , accepted the proclamationwith thanks . (Brought fonvardby the Mayor)
Item 5.02 was the presentation of the Cultural Plan Review Committee' s Capital Area Cultural
Plan. (Brought forward by Economic & Cornmunity Development)
Ms. Kelly Dozier, Chair. Cultural Plan Review Cornmlttee (CPRC). thanked the Commission for
the opportunity to serve on the CPRC. Ms. Dozier introduced the following committee subchairs: Ms. Berneice Cox, Ms. Betsy Couch, Ms. Chucha Barber, Ms. Jan Sheffield , and Mr.
Christopher Heacox. After each sub-chair presented a brief report to the Commission , Ms.
Dozier asked the Commission to accept the Capitai /-vea Cultura l Plan as presented by the
CPRC.

Voted 5~0 to acceptthe Capital Area Cultural Plan, with the understanding that the City
may not have enough funding to implement aH of the recommendations contained
therein, and that Commissioner Ziffer woutd work in conjunction with the City Manager,
In advance of the up-coming budget cycle, to discuss with County representatives the
contents of said Plan in an effort to develop estimates on the levet of funding necessary
to implement the Plan.
Mayor Marks and Commissioner Gillum presented each member of the Cultural Plan Review
Committee with a plaque expressing the Crty's appreciation for their service,
Commissioner Maddox announced that he , per counsel of City A.ttorney Shelley, would abstain
from casting a vote or patiicipate in discussion relative to Item 13.05.
Commissioner Maddox departed the Charnbers at 5 :06 p.m.

Item 8.01 Mayor Marks inquired if anyone desired to addr-ess the Commission relative to any
items on the pubHshed agenda and the following pet'sons appeared :

fv1t. John McKlbbon, Chairman. McKibbon Hotel Group (MHG) , 5315 Avion Park
Drive, Tampa , FL, appeared before the Commission in regards to Item 13.05 .
Mr . McKibbon advised the Commission that his firm would finance the
construction of the parking garage for the Floridan site and he urged the
Commission to extend the milestone deadlines contained in the purchase option
agreement, and to allow MHG to move forward and complete the project.

rvtr. Gary Yordon, of The Zachary Group, 502 North Adams Street representing
MHG, appeared before the Commlssion in regards to Item 13.05. Mr. Yordon
reiterated that MHG v,as wHling to build the parking garage without financial
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assistance from the Community Redevelopment Agency (CR,ts,), and tv1r. Yordo.n
request the Commission to approve the extension of the option agreement
deadlines, as requested by' MHG.
Ms. Henree Martin, 5027 Centennial Oak Circle, of Developers Realty and
Investment Properties Inc, appeared before the Commission rn regards to !tern
13.05 . Ms. fv1artin advised the Commission that market conditions were not
fovorab!e for office space at the Floridan site due to its distance from the Capito!.
and Ms. Martin urged the Comn1iss lon to grant the requested extension of the
option agreement dead lines.

Ms. Nancy Linnan, of Carlton. Fields , P,A, 215 S. Monroe Street representing
McKibbor1 Hotel Group, appeared before the Commission in regards to Item
13.05. Ms. Linnan stated the extension of tl1e deadlines stated in the agreement
was needed as a result of the recent HUg.at!on that.stalled the project, through no
fault of tv1HG .
In reference to the parking structure MHG indicated it would construct , Commissioner Gillum
inquired if this would carry with it a requirement to rem it all of the tax increment finance (TIF} to
MHG for the remaining lifespan of the CRA
Mr. Townson of MHG came forward and
responded in the affirmative .

rvlr. Wes Townson, Vice President of Acquisitions, McKibbon Hotel Group , 5315
Avion Park Drive . Tampa. FL, appeared hefore the Commission in regards to
Item 13.05. Mr. Townson outlined MHG's recent proposal to construct the
parking garage, and Mr. Townson commun icated that the TIF collected from the
present Aloft Hotel, the proposed new hotel , and the adjacent parking lot would
be remitted to the Developer under the plan proposed by MHG, in order to fund
the proposed parking garage .
Commissioner Gillum confirmed that this arrangement would not be retroactive and that TIF
revenues already collected on the Aloft Hotel site would rema in with the CRA, and that only
future TIF revenues would b-e directed to the developer,
Commissioner Ziffer engaged M.r. Townson ir1 a discussion regard ing the size of the proposed
parking garage and the amount of available general public parking the garage would provide .
Commissioner Maddox returned to Chambefs at 5:25 run,
Mr. Erwin Jackson, 5002 Gtenrose Court appeared before the Commissicn in
regards to Item 13.05. Mr Jackson opposed the extension.
Mr. Curtis Baynes. ·1323 E. Tennessee Street appeared before the Commission
in regards t.o Item 13,05, ML Baynes stated he had no objectton to the
extension , but he urged the Commission to carefully consider the rarnifications of
continuing to keep the parcel off the real estate market and he suggested that the
City determjne lf there were other parties interested in said site .
--//--
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City Manager Thompson introcuced Mr. Thomas "Chris" Gurry, the newly-hired Director of the
Tallahassee Regional Airport whose first day of service iNas January 22 , 2014 ,

Voted 5-0 to approve staff's recommendation presented in Item Nos, 9.01 - 9.07 on the
consent agenda, taking the following action :
ttem 9.01 ---· /\pproved a settlement agreernent of not more than $250,000 for
Boardwalk a t Appleyard , Ll.P vs. City of Tallahassee ,. which will be funded from
the available balance of COT Project No. 95039 (MlsSion Road - VVhite Drive to
Fred George Road). (Recommended by the City Attorney)
Item 9.02 - Adopted Resolution No. 14-R-03 and accepted the Supplemental
Joint Participation Agreement {JPA) from the Florida Department of
Transportatlon (FDOT) for airfield preservation (COT Project No. 09174 , FOOT
No, 42230149401) . $100 ,000 of the required local rnatching funds will be
transferred from the Akport Repairs, Replacement & Improvements (RR&I)
undesignated fund barance . (Recommended by Aviation)

Item 9.03 - Adopted Resolution No. 14-R-04, and accepted the FOOT ..IPA No.
22676919401. The fiscal impact ls $500 ,000 for reconstruction of Runway 9-27,
which is included in the Airport's approved Capita! Improvement Program (COT
Project No. 14018}. This JPA is a deferred reimbursement agreement. The
funds will be awarded by FOOT in July 2014. (Recommendedby Aviation)
Item 9.04 - Approval of a $28,045.50 supplemental appropriation, generated by
the State Housing Incentives Partnership (SHlP) program, to the Emergency
Repair Pro-gram , COT Project No. 1400174. (Recommended by Economic &
Community- Development)

Item 9.05 - Approved the Southwood Unit 37 subdivision plat There is no annual
recurring maintenance costs associated with this subdivision. (Recommended by
Public Works)
Item 9.06 - Approved the award a 3-year contract, for an estimated total cost of
$289,000 , to Davis Supply, Inc., of Fort Myers, Fl (Bid No 0025-14,CSB-BC},
for the purchase of hydrofluorosilicic acid (a common source of
fluoride) , (Recommendedby .Underqrounci Utilities)
Item 9.07 - Adopted Resolution 14-R-05, urging the Florida Legislature to opposemandating a uniform chart of accounts for all governmental entlties to report
financfal information. (Recommended by City Treasurer~Clerk)
--//--

ltem 11 .01 • Voted 5-0 to initiate an amendment to the Westgate Planned Unit Development
(PUD), located on Westgate Court off Blountstown Street, to allow the modular dwelling units to
remain on-site and directed staff to prepare, and the City Manager to execute , an agreement
that limits the timeframe the modular units can remain on the site until the last of the permanent
buildings. Building 13, is complete, or two years, whichever occurs sooner; and to waive the
$1 .575 application fee associated with the PUD. (Brought fonvard by Commissionerliffef)
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Item 12.01 was the introduction of Ordinance No. 14-0~11 ; repea!lng section ·1 206 ·1 and
amending section 13-34 of the Clty Code relating to firearms; and s-et the first and only public
hearing on Wednesday, February 26, 2014. (BrougfJt fo111vard by tt1e City Attorney)
Item 12.02 was the introduction of Ordinance No. 14-0-12; repealing section 2-92 of the City
Code relating to preference for purchasing and contracting for local charitable contributions; and
set the first and only public hearing Wednesday, February 26, 2014, (Brought forward by the
City Attorney)
Mayor Marks requested staff provide the Commission, prior to the public hearing, a
report detailing the amounts contributed to charitable organi;rntions per the charitable
contributions preference program ,

Item 12.03 was the introduction ofOrdinance No. 14-0-13, authorizing the towing of vehicles
from reserved street~side parking spaces for historic properties in the Park Avenue and Calhoun
Street Special Character Districts , and set the first and only public hearing on Wednesday ,
February 26, 2014. {Brovght fonvatd by the City Attorney)
Item 13,01 - Voted 4-1 {Commissioner Gillum opposed) to authorize the City fv1anager to
terminate the construction contract with Talcon Group, LLC. for the Gaines Street North Bicycle
Boulevard project, and authorized staff to pursue discussions with the adjacent property
owners/developers to advance the development of adjacent properties in a manner compatible
with the City's vision for development along Gaines Street and Madison Street. (Option 1
recommended by Public Works}
Commissioner Gillum expressed c.oncem that the contractor was being treated
inquired how the contractor w:ou!d be compensated for costs incurred to date,
Miller asked that the contractor be compensated fairly for expenses related
Commissioner Gillum also asked that the Commission be apprised of
negotiations with the contractor.

unfairly and he
Commissioner
to this project.
the settlement

Commissioner Maddox departed the Chambers at 5:55pm.
Item 13.02 - Voted 4•0 (Commissioner Maddox absent) to approve the award of a construction
contract for Gaines Street Reconstruction - Segment 3, in the amount of $1.458 ,·127,55, to
Allen's Excavation , Inc., the lowest and responsible bidder, and authorized staff to negotiate a
change order to include the installation of a pipe under Gaines Street to provide for future
stormwater conveyance capacity in the corridor. {IFB 0033-13-RWT .fT)
{Option 1 as
recommended by Public Works)
The project is funded from the Gaines Street Reconstruction , GOT Project No. 05082. The
estimated cost to add a storm sewer pipe under Gaines Street is $80.000 . This additional cost
to be funded from the Stormwater Fund .
Item 13,03 • Voted 4-0 (Commissioner Maddox absent) to approve the Anin1al Services Center
(ASC) interlocal agreement with Leon County, and ratified staffs actions to address the repair
and maintenance of the HVAC system at the ASC . The Clty's portion of the replacement of the
HVACwas $178 ,756. (Op/ions 1 & 4 as recommend by Management & Administration)
The Tallahassee-Leon County Animal Service Center interlocal agreement allows for the
following:
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•

•

•
•

Provides a simple cost aHocatlon methodology for operating
expenses for the next five years with a review of the methodo!og},
prior to future renewals ,
Provides for equal participation by the City and County reiated to
capital expenses and improvements at the Animal Services
Center.
Calls for standard operating procedures to be foUowed by both the
City and County.
Provides a threshold on deviations from budget to year-e nd actual
expenditures thereby providing the ASC some flexibility for
unanticipated expenditu res .

Item 13.04 was a brief update by Mc John Buss, Storrnwater Manager, Underg round Utilities,
concerning the upcoming Pensacola Street and M L King Jr Boulevard drinking water and
sanitary sewer improvements that will require temporary lane closures . (Brought forward by
Underground Utilities)
The work is part of the City's long~term \lVater Master Plan.
purposes only; no action was required.

This item was for informational

1tem 13.05 - Voted 2-2 (Commissioner Maddox abstaining) on the fourth extension of the
Purchase Option Agreement with McKibbon Hotel Group. (Brought forward Economic and
Community Development}
Michael P arker, Director, Economic & Community Development and Roxanne Manning. CRA
Director. 1.vere available to answ-ef any questions.

After a lengthy discussion, Commissioner Miller moved to approve a 90-day extension of the
purchase option agreement Mayor Marks passed the gave1 to Mayor Pro Tern Ziffer and
Mayor Pro Tern Ziffer assumed the Cl1air. Mayor Marks seconded the motion . After
additional discussion , Commissioner Miller called the question, and the vote on the motion
was as follows :

AYE: Cornmissione rs Marks and Miller
NAY: Commissioners Ziffer and Gillum
ABSTAIN: Commissioner Maddox
Due to the tie vote artd lack of a majority voting in favor, the motion was defeated,
After the vote, Mayor Pro Tern Zlffer passed the gavel back to Mayor Marks, who reassumed
the Chair. Commisstoner Ziffer move-d to grant authority to the City Manager to terminate
the option agreement if the established milestones were not met by March 1, 2014; up-on
second by Commissioner GH!um the vote on the motion was unanimous in favor thereof.
Comm tssioner Maddox returned to the Chambers at 6:47p,m.
Item 14,01 'l!vas a Long Range P lanning Target Issue Committee update by Commissioner
r,11Hler on the fo llowing :
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•
•
•
•

TMH request to pennit operation of golf carts on City streets in the vldnlty
of the hospital
Update on the draft noise ordinance and establishing separate standards
for Cascades Park Amph itheater
Brief introduction of the proposed international airport
Concept multimoda! transportation district (f,AMTD) update

Cornrnission-er Miller expressed her appreciation relative to Police Chief DeLeo's involvement

with the proposed noise ordinance.
Item 14.02 was a Financial Viability Target Issue Committee update provided by Commissioner
Maddox on the following :
•
•

Audit regartllng the acquisition of comrnercial insurance coverage
Pay~as-you~go payment option for eledric customers

Commissioner Maddox stated the audit entitled Inquiry into Acquisition of Comrnercia!
insurance Coverages (Audit No. 1404}, included recommended amendments to exiting
practices and a corresponding implementation plan for said changes, to be effectuated by the
City Treasurer-C!erk.

UNAGENOAEO SPEAKERS/BUSINESS
Mr. Harry Brown, 5431 Crump Road , appeared before the Commission to
express his concEJ-rn for the need to establish an ethics committee, Mc Brown
stated an ethics committee would serve as a ''watchdog" for the civil rights of all
employees and would serve to prevent officials from repeating violations Mr.
Brown purported to have occurred during his employment.
Mr. Erwin Jackson, 5002 Glenrose Court, appeared before the CommissJon to
urge the Commission to appoint an ethics officer. Mr. Jackson provided the
Commission with handouts he believed supported his claims that commissioners
had inappropriate tles to city vendors.
Mr. Curtis Baynes . 1323 E. Tennessee Street, appeared before the Commission
with regards to the Hiink About Personal Pollution •(TAPP) contract award, and
~✓lr . Baynes urged the City to investigate whether the City received a fair
exchange relative to tl'le contract award .
Commissioner Maddox expressed dismay with the repeated false accusations professed by Mr.
Jackson at each Commission meeting.
Commissioner MiHer clarified that the TAPP campaign was started in 2003 by the Ochlockonee
Soii and \Nater Conservation District, and the program was t ransferred to the City around 2006.
Commissioner Miller also stated one-half of the reported cost on the campaign was pro-bono or
in-kind services, and that the grant requirements approved by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protedion req uired the City to retain the existing vendors, one of which was Mr.
Yordon. due to their satisfactory performance.
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Commissioner Milfer drew attention to the fact that f1,,k Yordon has won two Emmy awards for
producing ads for the TAPP program , that the program spurred behavioral changes to such a
point that a decrease in nutrient loads was calculated to have saved the C rty $2 million .
Commissioner Miller note<i these facts rrnay have been considered by the City Manager when
evaluating the bids received. Commissioner Miller added that the project has received national
and statewide recognition .
Mayor Marks also expressed dismay with the repeated false accusations professed by Mr.
Jackson,

CITY COMMISSION INFORMATION ANO SHARING OF tDEAS
Commissioner Ziffer announced the •;:Jrand opening of Cascades Park would occur on f'v1arch 14,
2014, and he further noted that Cascades Park was a strong reason for the City to support Art,
Culture & History and he thanked the Commission for their support of the Cultural Plan.
Commissioner Ziffer encouraged the public to spay or neuter their pets.
Commissioner Ziffer announced that Ms. Alison Faris, Manager, Communications & Public
Information, will be competing in the upcoming Oxygen Ball ballroorn dance competition. a
fundraiser for the American Lung Association, to be held at the Goodwood Museurn carriage
house, on Saturday, February 15 . 2014 , at6 :30 p.m.
Commlssloner Ziffor offered City Manager Thompson belated birthday wishes, which occurred
the preceding Saturday.
Commissioner Maddox stated t1e r1ad received complaints that the current Parks & Rec reation
rules prohibit larger youthplaying on City league baseball from moving up to an older division,
and that friends were not able to form tearns and play together. Commissioner Maddox asked
that the Parks & Recreation Advisory Board revlew the City's ru les and regulations for baseball
teams, and report their findings to the Commission.
Commissioner ~faddox announced that Commissioner Gnlum and Dee Crumpler, then serving
as Interim Assistant City Manager, cornpeted against County Commissioner Dozier and County
Administrator Long , in a bartend fng contest to raise money for charity. The City team's
contributions were to support Elder Care Services, lnc., and the C-0unty's team 1,,vas to support
America's Second Harvest of the Big Bend. Commissioner Maddox reported that, sadly, the
County prevailed. However. in a rematch betv,;een Rick Fernandez, Assistant City Manager,
along with hlmself, against County Commissioner Nick Maddox and County Admlnistrator Long,
with the proceeds going to the Animal Service Center and the PACE Center for Girls ,
respectively, the City prevailed .
Commissioner Ziffer announced he and County Commissioner Desloge will be competing in a
similar contest in April.

r,Aayor Marks remi nded everyone tha t February was Black History Month and he encouraged
everyone to see the ;'Heritage Walk" documentary video produced by the City Communications
Department relative to the civil rights era protests in Tallahassee, Mayor Marks noted his late
great-grandfather, Oliver Coleman , was recognized over the preceding weekend as the founder
of the now-defunct hlstoricaHy black Coleman College , in Gibsland, Louisiana ,
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There being no further business to discuss, the meeting adjourned at 7:17 p,m.
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MARKS:

Thank you very much. Next item?

THOMPSON:

The next item is 13.05, Approval of Fourth Extension of Purchase Option
Agreement with McKibbon Hotel Group.
And Commissioners, you're very familiar with this, and you've already had a
lot of discussion. But just quickly, in April of 2013, the City Commission
approved a second amendment to the purchase option agreement with
McKibbon Hotel Group for the purchase of the city-owned property adjacent
to the current Aloft Hotel. Included in that extension were a series of
performance milestones which the developer had to meet in order to keep the
option agreement active.
In November of 2013, the City Commission approved a third amendment to
the option agreement, which extended the deadline for two of the agreement
milestones to February 28th of 2014. The amended milestones required that
the developer enter into an agreement with the CRA for the development of a
parking garage and submit their building permit for the hotel and parking
garage by the February 28th parking deadline.
The CRA is slated to consider their development agreement request for the
parking garage on February 27th. The developer has requested a fourth
amendment to the option agreement, which would extend the deadline for the
completion of the two agreement milestones to July 31, 2014.
This is a lot of discussion and change, but I think you are very familiar with
the project, and you are familiar with the actions that have taken place up to
this point.
Michael, is there anything we need to add to this discussion at this time?

PARKER:

No, I could answer questions if you've got any.

GILLUM:

Can you put into context the --

MARKS:

Commissioner?

GILLUM:

-- the parking piece?

PARKER:

Yes. We've been negotiating, we had a team negotiation on the city side,
from the CRA, from legal, from the treasurer-clerk's, and real estate have
been working with the developer for several months now on original concept
was, is that the CRA would build the parking structure, borrow the funds to
do it.
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After numerous meetings, we really had come to the conclusion that there
was no way that we could recommend that the CRA take on that risk as far as
the borrowing and suggested to the developer to look at the possibility of
them developing and come back with a proposal for them to build the parking
structure, which they have. That was presented to us approximately 2 weeks
ago, and the pro forma was developed -- delivered earlier this week.
Essentially, what is their -- that proposal calls for is for McKibbon to
construct the parking garage, approximately 281 parking spaces. We would
amend our current land lease, the CRA's land lease that they have on what we
call Parcel C, which is where the parking structure would be constructed.
The city would -- the CRA would continue to collect the lease payments it
was currently collecting on that site, and then the developer would, in fact,
build and construct the parking structure.
Now there are several elements that -- that have come in as the pro forma that
I believe the CRA staff still see as problematic. One is, is that the financing
formula for that does require that the CRA remit back to the developer all of
the TIF that is generated from all the improvements, which would include the
new hotel, the parking structure, as well as the existing Aloft Hotel.
The other element that is problematic is in the pro forma that was submitted
to most recently, the construction costs do not include -- do not appear to
include the buildout of retail space on the bottom of the parking structure.
Now that is not a CRA requirement. However, it is our understanding of the
land development code and the PUD amendment as currently has been
approved by the Planning Commission includes that requirement that you
have space on the ground floor that's built out for interactive uses or for
retail.
In the preliminary discussions that we had when we were modeling that, we
contributed a cost of almost as much as $1 million to that cost when you
build -- and when you build in the cost of building the structures and also the
fact that that would require the parking structure to be sprinkled, and it would
have to be waterproofed. That cost is not represented in the current pro
forma that's been submitted. So while it is financially viable, assuming that
the TIF is provided, that cost out there is still a question is that cost element
is not in there, and in fact, it is a requirement from the land development code
and in the PUD that it be built that whether -- how that building permit could
be drawn for that without that improvement -- or without that buildout of the
retail on the ground floor.
Did that address your questions?
GILLUM:

Thank you.
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MARKS:

Commissioner Miller?

MILLER:

I was looking at the map. You might want to put the map up so we can all
share the view.
I was trying to figure out, you know, when you were talking about the retail
space, exactly where that retail space would open up. And is the parking
garage going to -- no?
Would that retail space front on Tennessee and on Call?

PARKER:

It would front on Adams is my understanding.

MILLER:

Isn't there something between the parking garage and -- oh, no, I guess there's
not. But it's high. There's an element of change.

PARKER:

Well, as you know, there's different levels on the site, and this is -- the
current land development code for the multimodal area, as part of it does
require that for parking structures on the ground floor that you have the
interactive uses, which retail or some other interactive use. And that's what is
in -- as I understand it, is in the PUD amendment, which is what you're
referring to, that shaded area on the parking structure -- on the plans for the
parking garage.
And the question is, is that if that is, in fact, a requirement of the -- and is in
the PUD, can the parking structure actually be built without those
improvements? And if it has to be built with those improvements, then those
costs need to be included in the total cost of the parking structure.

MILLER:

And we're going to thoroughly discuss this at -- all of the numbers and
whatever, if this passes, all of the numbers and the progress and whatever the
options are, we'll discuss that as the primary focus of the topic of the
discussion at the CRA meeting?

PARKER:

Yes. There's two things. If I could? There's two elements in the
performance measure -- or the performance milestones that need to be
addressed. One is -- that under the current terms, they have to meet by the
28th of February. One is a development agreement with the CRA on the
parking structure, and the second is the submittal of the building permit for
the improvements.
If the CRA were to approve the funding recommendation, it is still extremely
unlikely and, quite frankly, not possible that the second would be met without
giving them an extension because the developer, as has maintained to you
and in previous meetings, that they really cannot engage -- to have building
plans built until the amendment to the PUD is dealt with and approved.
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MARKS:

Let me -- any more questions?

MILLER:

Thank you.

MARKS:

I want to -- Michael, hang on. I want to know what the -- if you can, the
process or the procedure that we have in place at this point until July? I
mean, what, where do we go? What are the steps next based on any
commitments we've made to them, based on what the CRA has to do, and
based on what the city has to do?

PARKER:

Well, the process for them, based on what they've outlined for their request,
would mean that between now and the end of July, the CRA would have
considered and approved their development agreement for the parking
structure. The PUD would have been reviewed and approved by this body,
and then they would engage a company to build -- to develop their building
plans and then submit that application to the building department by that
date.

MARKS:

Is there -- can you put this all in a timeline?

PARKER:

Well, I believe the sequencing is, is that --

MARKS:

That's what I wanted.

PARKER:

The sequencing is the CRA is considered the first sequence. If the CRA
doesn't -- is not going to participate in the financing, which is the first
milestone, then it becomes -- then proceeding with the amendment to the
PUD really accomplishes nothing. And in fact, it puts in place a
development scheme which -- which cannot proceed.
So I think the feeling has always been that the CRA would be the first step in
the process, that the CRA would either approve or disapprove the financing
terms for the parking structure.

MARKS:

All right. Go ahead. Continue.

PARKER:

And then if they did, then you would progress to the second step, which
would be they have to come as a public hearing back to this body to consider
the amendment to the PUD.

MARKS:

Okay. So what are we doing today, right?

PARKER:

Well, because the -- the agreement is going to expire on the 28th of February,
we were bringing this to you now, to your attention, and the developer's
request that we brought their attention. If you have -- if you desire to extend
this, you should take this action now rather than the 26th, or when there is no
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time.

Or if not, then you should indicate that there is not going to be -- you're not
interested in extending. There was extensive discussion on this matter at the
last meeting in November. If you're not interested in extending, then identify
that you're not going to grant an amendment. That means that if the terms
aren't met by the 28th, then they haven't met the milestones.
But I will tell you that -- and if it is your intent, if they do meet the
milestones, to pursue another option for the property, you do need to provide
us direction with that, that if they have not met the milestones by that time
that you -- it's the intent of the commission that we would terminate the
purchase agreement. It doesn't automatically happen. It's simply -- it is the
right inures to the city to be able to terminate if they don't meet the
performance standards.
MARKS:

What I'm concerned about is whether or not we, as a commission, made a
commitment to them to have this matter considered by the CRA.

PARKER:

No, sir. I think what your commitment was, is that you gave them an
extension to the 28th. That was done in November, with the intention that it
would -- would have an opportunity to get to the CRA by the 28th, which still
is -- it is still scheduled for the 27th.
The Downtown Redevelopment Commission had their meeting yesterday,
which was part of the review process. They supported the project. So that
process has been passed, and so it will be going to the Redevelopment
Agency on the 27th, which will be within that 28th threshold.

MARKS:

Okay. Is there any harm in going -- when is the next CRA meeting after this
February CRA?

PARKER:

I'd have to ask somebody --

MARKS:

I think it's March something.

FEMALE:

It's March 27th.

MARKS:

March 27th. What is the harm in allowing them this option or ability to go to
the March 27th CRA meeting, or is there?

PARKER:

I don't know if there's a harm. It's we're just looking for the City Commission
to give us direction as to whether -- there was a lot of discussion at your last
meeting about whether you wanted to provide further extension. So that's
why the staff is asking for direction. We didn't make a specific
recommendation.
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MARKS:

Were you at the DRC meeting?

PARKER:

I was not.

MARKS:

Okay. Was anybody? Roxanne?

MILLER:

I imagine they were.

MARKS:

Give us some information.

MANNING:

So I was there.

MARKS:

All right. What happened, please?

MANNING:

It was a little bit of an unusual meeting in that we have two brand-new
members, and several of our more experienced members were not there. But
we did discuss the project very briefly.
We had gotten the detailed pro forma the afternoon before and had a little bit
of time to review it. We didn't have time to actually confirm the numbers.
But the committee took a very quick look at the proposal and decided that
they would reach a consensus or recommend that you consider extending the
option. They didn't actually rule on whether or not they support the project
or not. They just recommended that the option be considered for extension,
or the milestones.

MARKS:

Okay. Help -- help us out -- me out a little bit.

MANNING:

Sure.

MARKS:

What is the responsibility of the DRC in this process?

MANNING:

The DRC is charged with reviewing projects through looking at the financial
implications of any commitment that the CRA might make.
So, for example, if we are proposing to help finance a project, they look at
the detailed pro forma. They look at our projections. They look at the
confirmed numbers to determine if we've covered all of the issues.
Frequently, they have additional questions of the applicant. They look at
development fees. They look at the soft cost and determine whether or not
the project, in their opinion, is feasible, and then they'll make a
recommendation to the CRA on whether or not they should fund or not fund
and to what extent you might do that.

MARKS:

All right. Did they -- did they consider the TIF issue, where the McKibbon
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Group is asking for all of the TIF for this property? Did they consider that?
MANNING:

They knew that the McKibbon Group was asking for all of the TIF, but we
hadn't had time to work out the projected total cost to the CRA or anything
like that. We did let them know that we had done a counterproposal with the
applicant and suggested splitting the TIF. We did get to tell them that we
have not on other projects committed the entire TIF of the project for the life
of the CRA. That is unusual for us. And should we go back to the DRC,
then we'll have that discussion again in greater detail.

MARKS:

Well, would we go back to the DRC?

MANNING:

If --

MARKS:

Under what circumstances would we go back to the DRC?

MANNING:

If you extend the milestones tonight, if you extend the milestones, then we
would take the project back to the DRC with a detailed analysis of the
proposal and, hopefully, a staff recommendation.

MARKS:

And that would include looking at this TIF issue? Because it is, in my
opinion, is a very serious issue when we decide that we're going to -- if we -if we should decide we're going to forgo all of the TIF.

MANNING:

That -- you're right. That is a very serious issue for the CRA, and yes, it
would absolutely include an analysis of that. But I can tell you, we have
looked at that issue. We know what the projected amounts are, and we have
an idea now of what the impact would be to the CRA to commit all of the
TIF from the Aloft Hotel, the Hampton Inn and Suites, and the parking
garage for the life of the CRA, which is 19 years.

MARKS:

But are you telling me, though, that the DRC has not really considered that in
-- are you telling me that?

MANNING:

No, they didn't have time to actually look at -- nor did we have time to
prepare all the numbers for them.

MARKS:

And they are to make a recommendation to the CRA with regards to the
financing?

MANNING:

They will, if we go back to them. Right now, the only recommendation
they're making -- and it's an informal one -- is they're -- they wanted us to let
the City Commission know that they would recommend that you extend the
milestones. They haven't ruled on the project. They haven't done their
detailed analysis. They just wanted to let you know.
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Well, it seems to me -- it seems to me, I just got to say this. We need to let
the DRC do their job.

MANNING:

And we can do that if you extend the milestones.

MARKS:

I mean, as you're saying, the DRC has to make a -- should make a
recommendation with regards to the financing with -- related to the CRA is
what you're telling us.

MANNING:

That's what they do.

MARKS:

And you're telling us also that they have not really looked at a significant part
of this financing, which is the TIF issue, at this point in time. Is that what
you're saying?

MANNING:

They haven't had time to consider all the numbers.

MARKS:

All right.

GILLUM:

But to me, it sounds like this is -- at this point, this is kind of a decision that's
at our place. So I don't know if there's a motion, but --

MARKS:

Go ahead. Commissioner Ziffer --

ZIFFER:

I'm just -- back in November -- I wasn't here in '07, when this was originally -

GILLUM:

'06.

ZIFFER:

'06. But I have been involved with a couple of votes on the extension. And
this was originally a 90,000 square foot commercial structure of which
almost 14,000 square feet was going to be retail. Now it's a 120-bed hotel. It
was going to have over 600 parking places. Now it's got 281.
There's a real financial implication here when it comes to the CRA and the
TIF money that we're going to lose. I can't support it. I can't go any further
on this.
I was like this in November, and we said, oh, okay. And then we did it again,
and I'm done. So I'm letting everybody know on this commission know I
can't support an extension. And this point, if there was an option, I'd just go
ahead and vote to end this. I'm not sure if that's possible. I don't know if
there's support.
But I'm done. And I appreciate everything that they've done, and I've had a
conversation with some folks about this. And I don't disagree that this
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probably may eventually be a hotel site. But if it is a hotel site, I still think
we can do better than 120 beds, a parking facility that clearly does not meet
any real needs that we might have in that area. And so why would we do
this? And so I want to not only not extend it, I want to end it.
MARKS:

Commissioner?

GILLUM:

Yeah, I was here in 2006, and I do remember the very impressive renderings
and, frankly, the big, broader vision that was put forward at the time. And
having heard from Mr. McKibbon, I think he probably believed very strongly
in that vision and that it would be attained.
And through a myriad of circumstances and situations, we are kind of where
we are right now. And that's very different than where we were in 2006
when we evaluated this project in totality. It wasn't just about a hotel here or
a parking garage here. It was really -- it felt more master plan than anything.
It was the hotel with the rendering of the Floridan office building, which was
sort of an homage to the building that was there historically.
And then there was the parking facility, which we were going to participate
in, and that it would also be an extension of our vision for the C.K. Steele
being a super stop and maybe the ability for folks to park their vehicles, ride
the bus, you know – in our downtown -- throughout our city, frankly, through
what we might facilitate in this area. And today, it's very different. It feels -you know, in my opinion, it feels a little bit small and not grand.
And we don't get a whole bunch of options to decide what our gateways look
like. I wouldn't have guessed that we would have had what's going on cattycorner to this site, but you know, that is happening.
I frankly would be in favor of us putting this site out and trying to see what
interest is there. And frankly, I realize that that means taking a risk that
nothing might be there for a period of time, and I actually think that's okay,
considering that I think our downtown Gaines Street, midtown, what we're
doing in Cascades Park that is opening March 14th is -- you know, is a signal
of a renaissance that we're experiencing.
And so I think we got the capacity to be elastic about our plans for -- for this
part of our community, for this corridor. And you know, the truth is, is that
once you -- you know, whatever we decide today probably has a 20-plus year
life to it if we make the decision to, you know, to allow something to be built
on it.
The other part is, is this -- you know, this idea of giving away the TIF, which
is exactly what these CRAs are intended for, the only way we bring revenue
into the CRA is based off of the new values that's created from what's
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redeveloped into it. And if we cut off the lifeline of that funding, that limits
our ability for redistribution and to fund other projects coming into the area.
And so, you know, the financing around that, in addition to the other points
that I've made, make this a really, really unfortunate situation to sort of arrive
at. But you know, if we do make the decision to put an RFQ or an RFP out
on this site and solicit big, broad visions for what this could be, maybe more
in line with what we had intended in 2006, who knows what we might get
back with regard to potential projects?
We may get this one back, but we may get others, and we may get nothing.
And we got to be okay with if we get nothing for the short term that in the
future growth and development of this community, that something will come
along that will be worthy of this important gateway site into our city.
MARKS:

Commissioner?

MILLER:

Well, just listening to all of you talk, I wasn't here in 2006 and can't help but
wonder, you know, there were a lot of drawings that were done in 2006 that
are probably sitting and gathering dust on a lot of shelves all across the
country and especially all across the State. But I can pretty much guarantee
you that there are a lot of drawings that are sitting around on shelves that
have been altered in that period of time.
And I hope that maybe some day that market that has collapsed will come
back. I'm not sure whether that will be in my lifetime or not. So, basically,
that's -- and that's just listening to you all talk about this.
The bottom line for me is that the delay was caused by -- and I said this in
November. The delay was caused by circumstances outside of the
developer's control. And at the very least, we should give him the amount of
time that he was delayed in the milestones.
And so that's my -- I would -- I wanted to know from Roxanne how long it
would take if we did -- and analyze these numbers, go back and have some
input, because I think it would be helpful to have input from the DRC. And
that, let me make sure I'm understanding that that is the citizens advisory
committee for the downtown CRA. Correct?

MANNING:

That is correct.

MILLER:

Okay, thank you.
I think it would be helpful to have some analysis. I mean, we have bankers,
and we have all sort of numbers of people on that group. So that would
inform our decisions, at least mine, on this topic. And also we need to
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discuss it at the CRA.

So in order for that to happen, how many -- how long would that take?
MANNING:

We've continued to work on this this week, even after the DRC meeting. We
were working on it today. And we would be ready to go back to the DRC in
early March. I think their meeting is on the 6th. So that's not a problem for
us.
We do want to speak some more with the applicant. Right now, we're kind of
sort of at an impasse, but we want to look for a counterproposal. There's -and if we can work it out, then we could have it back to the DRC the very
next meeting.

MILLER:

All right. My other question was, are these 281 parking spaces with parking
on the first floor, as opposed to retail?

MANNING:

Yes. In their proposal, and this is a key issue because the CRA financing is
one part of this issue. Another part is the question about retail. Their
position is that the retail should not be required. They did not include it in
their pro forma.
And so, essentially, because it's required by the code, any pro forma that we
analyze should include the cost of retail. We estimated it would be between
$850,000 to $1 million to include retail, as shown in the UPUD. So that is
going to be an issue that needs to be worked out before they can proceed with
the UPUD.
And that's something they would have to work out, and that's something that
will come back to this commission for a determination.

MILLER:

Well, I'm willing to make a motion that we give them an extra -- I guess
we've given them 30 -- 60 to 90 days, don't know if we can go all the way to
July. But 60 to 90 days, and see if you -- see what's viable here. I mean, I'm
not interested in our CRA losing money, obviously.
So that is my motion. Don't know how you all feel about that.

MARKS:

Let's see if we -- you know, you made a motion, but let me make some
comments before there is a response to that motion, if you don't mind? Okay.
I was here in 2006, along with Commissioner Gillum and others, when we
first got the design. And I've just got to be very, very upfront with Mr.
McKibbon and others. This, the design you have right now is nothing like
what we saw back then that we really, really -- that I really, really liked. And
so that's troubling to me that, you know, this is a hotel.
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And quite honestly, all this does -- and I've got to be very -- all this does is
put more bedrooms in the City of Tallahassee. We got a ton of them. We
probably got more bedrooms or as I facetiously said, we got as many
bedrooms as Orlando right now, or we're getting close. And we all realize
that I don't know if you know this, but the intersection of Interstate 10 and
Monroe Street has more bedrooms on Interstate 10 than any other
intersection on Interstate 10 -- from Los Angeles to Jacksonville.
Okay? We have that. I don't mind a hotel so much, but I want a hotel that
makes a statement for this corner because this corner is a signature corner for
our city. It really is. It really means something to us. And I've said that over
and over again when I first talked to you all. I said this is a signature corner.
I want to see something happen. I want to see something sexy. I want to see
something that really makes me brag about the City of Tallahassee. That's
what I want to see.
And the initial rendering did that to me. It might could have been improved,
but it did it for me, for me to see it. And that's what I want to see for this
corner.
The TIF issue really bothers me because if we start going down that road
where we give all of the TIF back, we don't have any more money for other
developments that might be in the down -- we don't have any of that money,
at least, for development that's down in the downtown area. And then with
the next developer who comes along, "I want all the TIF." And that's a
slippery slope that I'm not very comfortable with, Henree. I'm not very
comfortable with that at all, okay?
And the -- and as Commissioner Gillum indicated, the future development,
well, we haven't had anybody come and offer any other potential for this
because it has been with you guys for the last 10 years or so, and so nobody
is going to go there. I mean, they're just not going to -- they're not inclined to
do it.
Now having said all that, and you understand where I am, if we made a
commitment to take this to, let you get to the CRA, I'll keep that commitment
and let it get to the CRA or let the DRC take a look at this. I'm really
troubled that the DRC, in looking at this, did not have an opportunity to
address the issue of the TIF.
And so their recommendation, their unanimous recommendation may not be
so unanimous once they hear what has been proposed with the TIF. I'm
willing to allow the DRC to look at this and see and make a recommendation
to them. This has to come back to us. Because I am told we made a
commitment to let it get to the CRA, and if that's the case, I will keep that
13
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commitment.

But I got to tell you, I'm not -- and the staff time that has been spent on this,
significant. Significant staff time spent on this, and you know -- so, anyway,
we have a motion. Do we have a second?
SHELLEY:

Let's clarify where the motion is for 60 or 90 days, Mayor, because --

MARKS:

Yeah, I'll let Commissioner Miller.

MILLER:

Well, that was what I was hoping to get some feedback on because the CRA
really has to be the group that addresses the TIF issues. And what we're
looking at here is an option that ends next year, a benchmark. We're looking
at changing a benchmark. We're not extending the option. We're changing
the benchmark date.
The question is how long? And my suggestion was 60 to 90 days, and then I
threw the ball back to you to fill in the blanks.

MARKS:

She's throwing the ball back.

MILLER:

And it may be that -- if we don't have a second, it's a moot point. So, but you
know, that's my view.

GILLUM:

Mr. -- I'm sorry. Mr. Mayor?

MARKS:

Yes, sir.

GILLUM:

I'm sorry, Commissioner. I'm sorry if you weren't finished?

MILLER:

No, I'm finished.

GILLUM:

Oh, okay. You know, the benchmarks were set in place as an indicator of the
seriousness and viability of the plan that was presented in 2006. And so even
our reliance on that as the indicator, you know, the situations surrounding
that date have changed. So, you know, it's not like we're evaluating the same
set of product that we looked at initially, and then the terms that were set in
place at that time. There has been movement. There has been change and, in
my view, pretty significant change from when these markers were initially set
in place.
My question is a parliamentary one, which is if there isn't -- unfortunately,
there are only four of us and not five, and so if there is not agreement
amongst three of us, I assume this defaults back to -- I guess the timeline of
February 28th stays in place, and the CRA then considers this on February
26th?
14
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We don't know. We'll ask our parliamentary individual who --

SHELLEY:

Let's -- so you understand what's going on here on the motion. The developer
has asked to extend the benchmark that now hits on February 28th for
essentially 5 months to the end of July. Okay, the motion that was made,
Commissioner Miller, you're going to have to either say 60 or 90 days
because, otherwise, it's not a valid motion because it's --

MILLER:

Thank you, Mr. Attorney. I'll say 90 days, and that will prevent us having
this very same conversation in another 30 to 40 days where we're being asked
to extend because they don't have enough time.
So for the sake of discussion, I'll make that motion for 90 days.

SHELLEY:

Okay. So if the motion is second and voted on, a 2-2 vote does not pass the
motion. It would take three votes to pass the motion and extend the
milestone.
If that -- if the motion -- if the milestone is not extended, Commissioner
Gillum, on March the 1st, if the milestone is not met, which is what is
expected to happen certainly by the CRA and the staff, then the option
agreement still is in effect. The city has the option at that point in time, with
milestone not having been met, to terminate the entire option agreement. But
that also -- that is not self-executing.

GILLUM:

Got it.

SHELLEY:

So if you vote not to extend -- or if the vote results in no extension, then to
move this thing to some conclusion, it would be appropriate at that point to
instruct staff as soon as a milestone is not met to terminate the city's rights
under the option to terminate the whole option agreement, which, otherwise,
it would just float on out until April of 2015.

GILLUM:

So, in other words, we have to reach agreement one way or another. Doing
nothing is not an option?

SHELLEY:

Well, it would -- it would be --

MILLER:

For now.

SHELLEY:

-- totally inappropriate to not extend the milestones, the February 28th come
and the milestones not be met, and you not terminate the agreement. But you
need to make a specific decision and vote on that.

GILLUM:

Okay.
15
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SHELLEY:

Commissioner Ziffer, you look puzzled.

ZIFFER:

Well, if I understand -- if I understand correctly, if we don't extend and we
don't vote to have staff, as of the 28th or I should say March 1st, terminate
the agreement, we're just going to be sitting here for 15 months --

SHELLEY:

That's exactly --

ZIFFER:

-- with really sitting here with nothing to do. And we got to wait then until
the 15 months are up to really market. So if we don't do the extension, we
really need to vote to terminate.

SHELLEY:

Totally correct.

MILLER:

Well, that sounds efficient, but we aren't going to be -- it doesn't mean that
we'll be -- and this doesn't have anything to do with these folks. But it seems
to me that we can terminate that -- as soon as a milestone is not met, we can
terminate the agreement at any time.

I mean, we can terminate it in March. We can terminate it in April. We can terminate any time.
We can wait 6 or 8 months. But we're not sitting here by default until the
15th -- until 2015. Correct?
SHELLEY:

The option will continue until April of 2015 even if the milestones are not
met, unless there is an affirmative vote by a majority to go ahead and
terminate the option.

ZIFFER:

But that would hold us up from starting to market the property?

MARKS:

Yes.

SHELLEY:

It certainly would, and I know staff certainly would advise you not to do that.

ZIFFER:

Right. And with other things that are happening potentially on West
Tennessee Street with the shelter moving, I think there's probably a real good
market for the property we have on West Tennessee Street because of these
other changes we're making. So I would suggest that I'd hate to sit on this
thing, but --

MILLER:

No, you're welcome to make a motion. I don't have a second at this point.
So we can't --

MARKS:

Well, she's got a motion on -- a motion, but I have not --

MILLER:

-- sit here with no votes on anything, though. So -16
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Commissioner Miller has made a motion, and the motion has not been
second. The only way that it can be second at this point appears that one of
you all do it or I do it.

ZIFFER:

Yes, sir.

MARKS:

And the only way I can do it is to pass the gavel to you.

ZIFFER:

Yes, sir.

MARKS:

The last time I did that, it was not a good result.

GILLUM:

You didn't get it back?

ZIFFER:

I gave it back.

(Laughter.)
ZIFFER:

I don't remember that.

MARKS:

You don't remember that?

ZIFFER:

No, I don't.

MARKS:

I do remember that. I'll pass the gavel and second the motion so we can have
a vote.

ZIFFER:

Okay. So --

MARKS:

I'll second the motion.

MILLER:

I'd call the question.

ZIFFER:

Okay. All in favor?

(A chorus of ayes.)
ZIFFER:

All opposed?

(A chorus of noes.)
MARKS:

Fails.

ZIFFER:

Motion fails. Tie vote.

MILLER:

Motion fails.
17
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MARKS:

Tie vote.

SHELLEY:

So the motion fails. The motion to extend the milestone fails.

MARKS:

Fails.

SHELLEY:

Let the record reveal that. Now the other recommendation that's presented to
you by staff was whether or not to give the manager authority --

MARKS:

To terminate.

SHELLEY:

-- to terminate the option once the milestone is not met. The earliest that
could be done would be March 1st.

ZIFFER:

I move that.

GILLUM:

Second.

MARKS:

Properly moved and second. All in -- oh, I got it back? You gave it back to
me.

ZIFFER:

I did. Yes, sir.

MARKS:

You formally gave it back to me.

ZIFFER:

I did.

MARKS:

We have a motion to give the authority to the city manager to terminate the
agreement once the milestones have not been met.

MILLER:

If it is not --

MARKS:

If they are not met, if the milestones aren't met by the appropriate date. Do
we understand the motion?

MILLER:

Question.

MARKS:

Sure.

MILLER:

Is our CRA meeting before the 28th?

ZIFFER:

It is, the 26th.

MILLER:

Okay, thank you.

MARKS:

CRA meeting is just before the termination -- the 27th.
18
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(Crosstalk.)
MILLER:
MALE:
MARKS:

Yeah, but at least it isn't after.
I'm sorry. The day before -We've got to move on. All in favor of the motion to give the manager the
authority to terminate if, in fact, the options are not met, please signify by
saying aye.

(A chorus of ayes.)
MARKS:

It passes unanimously.

(Applause.)
MARKS:

Please, we have decorum in here. We appreciate all of that. We have -* * * * * * * *
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FORM 8B MEMORANDUM OF VOTING CONFLICT FOR
COUNTY, MUNICIPAL, AND OTHER LOCAL PUBLIC OFFICERS
LAST NAME-FIRST NAME-MIDDLE NAME

NAME OF BOARD, COUNCIL, COMMISSION, AUTHORITY, OR COMMITTEE

Maddox, Scott

Tallahassee City Commission

MAILING ADDRESS

THE BOARD, COUNCIL, COMMISSION, AUTHORITY OR COMMITTEE ON
WHICH I SERVE IS A UNIT OF:

300 South Adams Street

lif CITY

COUNTY

CITY

Leon

Tallahassee

•

• COUNTY

OTHER LOCAL AGENCY

NAME OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISION:

City of Tallahassee

DATE ON WHICH VOTE OCCURRED

MY POSITION IS:

February 12, 2014

13

ELECTIVE

•

APPOINTIVE

WHO MUST FILE FORM 88
This form is for use by any person serving at the county, city, or other local level of government on an appointed or elected board, council,
commission, authority, or committee. It applies to members of advisory and non-advisory bodies who are presented with a voting conflict of
interest under Section 112.3143, Florida Statutes.
Your responsibilities under the law when faced with voting on a measure in which you have a conflict of interest will vary greatly depending
on whether you hold an elective or appointive position. For this reason, please pay close attention to the instructions on this form before
completing and filing the form.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 112.3143, FLORIDA STATUTES
A person holding elective or appointive county, municipal, or other local public office MUST ABSTAIN from voting on a measure which
would inure to his or her special private gain or loss. Each elected or appointed local officer also MUST ABSTAIN from knowingly voting on
a measure which would inure to the special gain or loss of a principal (other than a government agency) by whom he or she is retained
(including the parent, subsidiary, or sibling organization of a principal by which he or she is retained); to the special private gain or loss of a
relative; or to the special private gain or loss of a business associate. Commissioners of community redevelopment agencies (CRAs) under
Sec. 163.356 or 163.357, F.S., and officers of independent special tax districts elected on a one-acre, one-vote basis are not prohibited
from voting in that capacity.
For purposes of this law, a "relative" includes only the officer's father, mother, son, daughter, husband, wife, brother, sister, father-in-law,
mother-in-law, son-in-law, and daughter-in-law. A "business associate" means any person or entity engaged in or carrying on a business
enterprise with the officer as a partner, joint venturer, coowner of property, or corporate shareholder (where the shares of the corporation
are not listed on any national or regional stock exchange).

*

*

*

*

*

ELECTED OFFICERS:
In addition to abstaining from voting in the situations described above, you must disclose the conflict:
PRIOR TO THE VOTE BEING TAKEN by publicly stating to the assembly the nature of your interest in the measure on which you are
abstaining from voting; and
WITHIN 15 DAYS AFTER THE VOTE OCCURS by completing and filing this form with the person responsible for recording the
minutes of the meeting, who should incorporate the form in the minutes.

*

*

*

*

APPOINTED OFFICERS:
Although you must abstain from voting in the situations described above, you are not prohibited by Section 112.3143 from otherwise
participating in these matters. However, you must disclose the nature of the conflict before making any attempt to influence the decision,
whether orally or in writing and whether made by you or at your direction.
IF YOU INTEND TO MAKE ANY ATTEMPT TO INFLUENCE THE DECISION PRIOR TO THE MEETING AT WHICH THE VOTE WILL BE
TAKEN:
• You must complete and file this form (before making any attempt to influence the decision) with the person responsible for recording the
minutes of the meeting, who will incorporate the form in the minutes. (Continued on page 2)
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APPOINTED OFFICERS (continued)
• A copy of the form must be provided immediately to the other members of the agency.
•

The form must be read publicly at the next meeting after the form is filed.

IF YOU MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO INFLUENCE THE DECISION EXCEPT BY DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING:
• You must disclose orally the nature of your conflict in the measure before participating.
• You must complete the form and file it within 15 days after the vote occurs with the person responsible for recording the minutes of the
meeting, who must incorporate the form in the minutes. A copy of the form must be provided immediately to the other members of the
agency, and the form must be read publicly at the next meeting after the form is filed.

DISCLOSURE OF LOCAL OFFICER'S INTEREST
1,_s_c_o_tt_M_a_dd_o_x_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , hereby disclose that on_F_e_b_r_ua_ry_1_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 20 _14
_
(a) A measure came or will come before my agency which (check one or more)

[ none

:

apply, see below]

inured to my special private gain or loss;
inured to the special gain or loss of my business associate, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
inured to the special gain or loss of my relative, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
inured to the special gain or loss of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , by
whom I am retained; or
inured to the special gain or loss of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , which
is the parent subsidiary, or sibling organization or subsidiary of a principal which has retained me.
(b) The measure before my agency and the nature of my conflicting interest in the measure is as follows:

-

<'-"
c::,

Item 13.05 -Approval of fourth extension of purchase option agreement with McKibbon Hotel Group.
""T1
~::;
I did not vote on the measure because, pursuant to F.S., Section 286.012, there is an appearance of a cor#.litt of r,,rr;
interest since I previously represented the same developer involving the same property.
N
-J

..

&"

t;;i{,

c-;

:::O<
rnr-

:::oI r'
.,.·:
C'")

r

r,1

;:c

::,:~

If disclosure of specific information would violate confidentiality or privilege pursuant to law or rules governing attorneys, a public officer,
who is also an attorney, may comply with the disclosure requirements of this section by disclosing the nature of the interest in such a way
as to provide the public with notice of the conflict.

Date Filed

NOTICE: UNDER PROVISIONS OF FLORIDA STATUTES §112.317, A FAILURE TO MAKE ANY REQUIRED DISCLOSURE
CONSTITUTES GROUNDS FOR AND MAY BE PUNISHED BY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING: IMPEACHMENT,
REMOVAL OR SUSPENSION FROM OFFICE OR EMPLOYMENT, DEMOTION, REDUCTION IN SALARY, REPRIMAND, OR A
CIVIL PENALTY NOT TO EXCEED $10,000.
CE FORM 8B- EFF. 11/2013
Adopted by reference in Rule 34-7.010{1)(f}, F.A.C.
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Oath of Office signed by Scott Maddox on December 6, 2016 as the same appears on file
among the records of my Offi0:!.

IN TESTIMONY \iVHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official

seal of the City of TaUahasseer florid a, this 14 th d ay of Jun(\ 2019, A.D.

Jamt:s 0 . Cooke, IV
City Treasurer-Clerk
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OATH OF THE OFFICE OF CITY COMMISSIONER

CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF LEON

I do solemnly swear that I will supporl, protect and defend the

Constitution and Government of the United States, the State of Florida,
and the City of Tallahassee; that I am duly qualified to hold office, under

the Constitution of the State of Florida; and that J will weJ/ and faithfully
perform the duties of the Office of City Commissioner on which
I am about to enter, so help me God.

Scott C, Maddox

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
6th day of December, AD., 2016.

Lewis E. Shelley

City Attorney & Notary Public
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CONSULTING.AGREEMENT
THIS AGREElv1ENT is made and entered into this 1th day of June 2013, by and
between The Zachary Group .(.herein.after ''Consultant')
1\-IcKibbon Hot:~I Group, foe.
(hereinafter "~,.,foKibbon"). In consideratkm of the mutual cbVenants of the parties set forth
herein below, and for other and valuable consideration, the parties agree as follows:

and

1.

Term. The term ofthis ag!'eement sha:!i comri.1ence .on June 7, 2013, antl shaH

~

continuc4.lft~il Jes '.Z, 201-i, mkuntil the Scope ofServices is completed. Upon .., ~
sixty (60) days :"'1·itten,noti~, McJ<!bbon, may el~t.~pJerm~nate this_Agreeme_gt •'fr':. · .· . ·
~et ;&,at p~8 are 1ssuedbt1 t1:w "ffonrlakWOJecL ttescnbetl~~ r~i

'ried by McKibbon, Consuhant win serve as
/ ff l
and . w'ill vmrk wlth the City of
Tallahassee in order to gain fi
. > approval of McKibboU's bid to ~
develop the remainder of the Floridan site located at the intersection of ~
Tennessee and Monroe streets in Tallahasse .. •· •. Florid Consultant wiU work as . ,
',
a "c,erk o thi
f' ~nd assist McKibboil
au interaction with City
govern.ment as it teJat~s to the Floridan project..· Such assistance 'NiU include hut
·
not be lhniwd to, expedited permitting, construction issu.es, CR.A interaction,
staff and committee approvals.
Scope of Services.. While

"Marketfag and Planni

.

C

wor

m

f ·.·

Compensation. In considei-ation for the .above mentioned services, McKibbon
agrees to pay Consultant an up front fee .oLtwenty five. thousand dollars
($25,000.00) payable immediately; and a monthly retainer of three thousand
dollars ($3,000.00} commencing in June of 2013, until the Planned Urtit
Development is approved in ammended form, Should McKibbon choose to
continue to pay the monthly retainer after the P.U.D. is approved to have
Consultant assist in obtaining CRA approval, and ot assist with potential
construction issues, Consultant agrees.to provide said services.

4.

Expenses. McKibbon shall reimburse for alt reasonable and necessary
expenses, including but not. limited to travel and business related entertainment,
_provided the company pre~ approves said expenses.

5.

Independent Consultant. This Agreement does not constitute au employment
contract and Consultant is acting hereunder as a professional entity and
independent contractor. Consultant is not an affiliate, ?gent or a part of a
subsidiary of Mc.Kibbo~ arid Mcr<ibhon shalLhave no obligation to provide

Consultant or any petsonne.l of Commlfant ··With •• paid · sick ·• days,· any Iife,
accident, health, <lisal,ility, pension or other medical benefits, worker' s

compensation. bonding or any other employee beue:fit.s of any kind. Consultant
will provide Consultant's o,,vn workspace and aU materials, supplies and
equipment. Personnetsupplied by or agents of Consultant are not persohnel or
agents of McKibbon, and Con.sultant assumes full responsibility for their acts.
Neither this Agreement,. nor any operation hereunder, shall create a general or
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or

limited partnership, association,joint venture. ageBc:r.reiationship between
McKibbon and Consultant ·Consultant and its personneLanti ~gents shall not
represe.nt itself or themselves as employees or cigents .of McKibbon and shall
have no power or authority to .represent or bind McKihbon. Consultant sha.H be
solely responsible forthe pay and benefits ofits personnel and agents, including
sole responsibility for reporting andpaytngaHrelated ta.xes,benefits, deductions
and, withholdings. Constlltant ,shaH be solely responsible for providing all
required workers' compensation. .and unemployment compettsatk>n insurance
benefits for its employees. Con$1tant shalthave and maintain all necessary
.Hcenses and approvals for the conffuct of its business.
6.

Af~_!grup.J,:_~!- Neither party to this Agreement may assign, delegate or
subcontract this Agreement or any other right or obligation hereunder eit.\er in
whole or in part without the v,.,ritten consent. ofthe other party.

7.

Notices. All notices, requests, demands a:.1.d other communications hereunder
shall be in writing and shall b,e deemed duly given when delivered by hand or
mailed by registered or certified niafl. postage prepaid, retuw receipt requested,
as follows: if to McKibbon -- McKibbon Hotel Group, foe. 402 Washington
Street SE, Suite 200; Gainesville, GA 30501. If to C-0rumltant - The Zachary
Group 4568 Grove Park Drive Ta11ahassee, Florida 3231 1.

8.

M1sc~Haneou.s. This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement of the parties
hereto·with respect to the matter hereto. and supersedes aU prioragreements ·and
understandings of the patties here.to,oral and vmtten, ,Nith respect to the subject
matter heteof. The headings contained herein .are for the .sole purpose of
convenience of reference, and shall not in any. way limit or affect the meaning
or interpretation of any of the t@.,i'nS or provisions of this Agreement The
failure of either Qf the parties .hereto at any tin1e:to enforce any of the provisions
of this Agreement sha11 not be deemed or construed as a waiver .of ariy such
provision, nor to in any way affect th€ validity of this Agreement of any
provision hereof If any of the prov.is.ions of this Agreement shall be held invalid,
the remainder of the Agreement shall not be affected thereby,

9:

.Amendment. This agreement may only be supplemented, abandoned,
discharged, amended renei..ved, or extended by a written instrument executed by
each of the parties hereto.

to.

Compliance with Laws. The parties agree thatthey each will comply with all
a.ppll.cable· federal, state or loecal la\.VS and ordinances ·and that neither of them.
will discriminate against any employees or contractors of the other on the basis
of race, color, religion, national origin, sex • age, disability, status as a disabled
veteran or veteran ofthe Vietnam Era, or any othet basis prohibited by law.

11.

,:Ycm.w. The venue for tesoiut.ion of any and
Agreement shal ! be Leon County, Florida.

an

claims arising out of this
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreemeti.t on and as ofthe
day and year first above written.

McKibbon Hotel Group,Inc.

By,J~
Wes Townson

Vice President
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:

CC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chad Kittrell [chad@hunterandharp .com]
8/21/2013 8:59:31 PM
Simon, Charles [csimon@lnvestcorp.com]
JT Burnette [jt@inkbridge.com]
RE: Double Tree Tallahassee - Urgent Issue Regarding Hilton Copetition Coming to Downtown Tallahassee (xMMS)
image00l.jpg; HH Holdings DoubleTree LOI 8-21-13.pdf; Exhibit A.pdf

Charlie,
Per our phone conversation please see the attached (Draft 1-l.O1). Once you have had time to review maybe a call to
discuss any questions/concerns and or feel free to make changes to the document directly as Draft 2.
Thanks again for expediting the best you can so we have plenty of time to address the Hampton Inn.
Chad

K @Wf

ITT'"
'.·.·.,.··,.*"
...

CHAD KITTRELL

PRINCIPAL

CELL: 850.570.0604 I OFFICE: 850.52.1.5819 I FAX: 850.576.9162
311 EAST JENNINGS STREET, TALLAHASSEE, Fl. 32301

From: Simon, Charles [mailto:csimon@Investcorp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:50 PM
To: Chad Kittrell
Cc: JT Burnette (jt@inkbridge.com)
Subject: RE: Double Tree Tallahassee - Urgent Issue Regarding Hilton Copetition Coming to Downtown Tallahassee

CK,
I'm available today at 3pm and 4pm to discuss.
Charlie

From: Chad Kittrell [mailto:chad@hunterandharp.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:39 PM
To: Simon, Charles
Cc: JT Burnette (jt@inkbridge.com)
Subject: Double Tree Tallahassee - Urgent Issue Regarding Hilton Copetition Coming to Downtown Tallahassee (xMMS)
Mr. Simon Good Afternoon,

I reached out via phone call as well but wanted to shoot you an email due to the sensitivity regarding timing. As you
know my business partner (JT Burnette) and I have an interest in acquiring the Double Tree asset in Tallahassee, but
need to speak as soon as possible (next day or two).
The City of Tallahassee, alongside another hotel developer, recently made announcements regarding a JV on a Hampton
Inn product downtown. This project would have a tremendous impact on the Double Tree financially and our interest in
the asset. We have several political options to address the issue each with significant cost. Of course our interest in
addressing the competition is a non-issue if you are not looking to move the asset.
GOVERNMENT
EXHIBIT
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Please let me know as soon as possible if you have 30 minutes for a call to discuss and see if there is a possible deal.
Thanks
CK

K
CHAD KITTRELL

PRINCIPAL

CELL: 850.570 .0604 I OFFICE: 850 .521.5819 I FAX: 850.576 .9162
311 EAST JENNINGS STREET, TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301

"EMF <investcorp.com>" made the following annotations.
This message is intended only for the use of the individual
or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information
that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify us immediately by
returning the original message to the sender and then delete the message.
Thank you.
(NY Gateway)
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August 21, 2013

Charles Simon
Investorcorp
280 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017
RE: Double Tree Tallahassee

Dear Mr. Simon,
This letter shall act as a non-binding expression of interest for and on behalf of Hunter & Harp
Holdings, LLC ("Purchaser") and IVC WHH Tallahassee, LLC (the "Seller"), with regard to the
purchase ("Transaction") by a buyer ("Purchaser") of DoubleTree located at 101 South Adams
Street, Tallahassee Florida 32301 (the "Property") from the Seller.
Purchase Price:
The purchase price for the Property shall be the lesser of the trailing 12 Gross Operating Profit
less Management Fees of 2.5% of Gross Revenue, less Capital Reserves of 4% of Gross
Revenue, less Fixed Expenses (outlined in "Exhibit A"), and less PIP (not to exceed $266,000) at
a 9.50% Capitalization Rate (the "Strike Price") or $22,000,000.00. The Property shall be
conveyed, as is, where is, including all fixtures, furniture and equipment currently located on or
at the Property, and service and supply contracts in existence as of the at the date of Closing.
The purchase price shall be payable in all cash to Seller at Closing. Using the Strike Price
formula set forth above, Seller shall provide notice of the Strike Price and the final purchase
price on or before December 31, 2013. Seller shall provide Purchaser with written notice of the
Strike Price and Purchaser shall have seven (7) days to provide Seller with written notification of
acceptance or rejection of the Strike Price (upon acceptance this shall be referred to as the
"Strike Price Agreement"). Purchaser, in its sole and absolute discretion, shall have the right to
terminate the PSA within seven (7) days of its receipt of Seller's written notification of the Strike
Price.
Escrow Deposit:
Two-Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) ("Initial Deposit") within forty-eight
(48) hours of the parties full execution of a mutually acceptable Purchase and Sale Agreement
("PSA"). Within forty-eight (48) hours of the Strike Price Agreement, Purchaser shall post an
additional Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollar ($250,000.00) deposit (the "Second
Deposit"). The Initial Deposit and the Second Deposit shall collectively be referred to as the
"Deposit"). The Deposit shall be fully applicable to the purchase price at closing of the

311 East Jennings Street, Tallahassee FL 32301 Tel: 850 5215821 Fax: 850 576 9162

HunterandHarp.com
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Transaction. The Deposit shall be returned to Purchaser if Purchaser decides not to complete the
Transaction during the Due Diligence Period, as outlined below.

Due Diligence:
Purchaser shall have ninety (90) days from the date of execution of the PSA to examine all
aspects of the Property and conduct typical due diligence for a transaction of this size and nature.
Within thirty (30) days from the execution of the PSA, Seller agrees to provide pertinent
documents, tests, reports or other materials in its possession to Purchaser to assist Purchaser in
this review, including copies of all leases, contracts, permits, approvals and agreements relating
to the Property. Purchaser shall have an additional thirty (30) days of due diligence period from
the Strike Price Agreement date, but in no event shall the Due Diligence Period exceed 120 days
from the date of the execution of the PSA (the initial ninety (90) day due diligence period and the
extended thirty (30) day due diligence periods shall collectively be referred to as the "Due
Diligence Period"). Purchaser may terminate the Transaction by delivering a written notice to
Seller within the Due Diligence Period in its sole and absolute discretion, without further liability
for any reason or no reason during the Due Diligence Period and the Deposit shall be returned to
Purchaser. If Purchaser does not terminate the Transaction within the Due Diligence Period as
stated, the Deposit shall thereafter be non-refundable unless Seller defaults or some condition to
closing of Seller is not satisfied.
Trans.fer of Title:
Transfer of title shall be by Special Warranty Deed, free and clear of all liens, claims and
encumbrances, except as otherwise agreed to by the Purchaser.
Closing:
Closing shall occur on or before 30 days following the expiration of the Due Diligence Period at
Berger Singerman 125 South Gadsden Street, Tallahassee, Florida, at a time mutually agreeable
to the parties ("Closing").
Closing Costs:
Purchaser shall pay the basic premium for the issuance of the Owner's Title Policy by Chicago
Title or other title company chosen by Purchaser, including the cost of the title search, binder and
premium, and preparation and recordation of curative title documents. The cost of any
endorsement or additional coverage shall be paid by the Purchaser. Purchaser shall pay for the
preparation and recordation of the deed, and Seller shall pay all transfer taxes or documentary
stamps on the deed. Seller shall pay all then-due installments of any existing special assessments
and all delinquent real estate taxes, as well as any additional taxes assessed for a period prior to
closing resulting from changes in the Property's use or ownership. Current real estate taxes,
utility costs, and other pro-ratable expense shall be pro-rated between the parties at closing, and
Purchaser shall pay at closing the cost of recording any mortgages and mortgage taxes or
documentary stamps applicable to Purchaser's lender. Seller and Purchaser shall split equally any

311 East Jennings Street, Tallahassee FL 32301 Tel: 850 5215821 Fax: 850 576 9162
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escrow fees and miscellaneous closing costs. Each party shall be responsible for the payment of
its own attorney fees. Any costs not expressly identified shall be paid as set forth in the PSA.
Contract Execution:
Buyer's counsel shall promptly generate a first draft of a purchase and sale agreement consistent
with the foregoing terms, which shall be on an "as-is" basis, and forward the same to Seller by
September 13th, 2013 and the parties shall expeditiously and in good faith negotiate the final
PSA. This letter does not legally bind either party with the foregoing
terms, and is subject to full execution of a mutually agreeable contract for the purchase and sale
of the Property. The parties acknowledge that the foregoing does not encompass all terms that
will be included in the final agreement of purchase and sale. The Contract shall be executed no
later than October 11th, 2013 by both parties.
Exclusivity ofNegotiation:
Seller agrees not to negotiate or discuss with, and not to solicit or furnish information to, any
other person or company with respect to the sale of the Property from the date of Seller's
execution of this letter through the consummation of the transaction contemplated herein.
Purchaser agrees to use diligent efforts and its corporate resources to conduct the Due Diligence
expeditiously.

Confidentiality ofNegotiation:
Purchaser and Seller shall use their best efforts to maintain at all times as confidential
information: (i) the fact that they have executed this letter, (ii) the terms of this letter; and (iii)
the existence and content of any negotiations. Each party may: (i) inform advisors, counsel and
employees who m each party deem necessary or advisable, provided that such persons are
advised of the confidential nature of the negotiations; and (ii) make disclosures required by
applicable laws.

Please acknowledge your receipt of this letter and Seller's interest in pursuing the execution of a
purchase and sale agreement in accordance with the foregoing by countersigning the duplicate
copy of this letter enclosed herein in the space provided below and returning it to the
undersigned by facsimile as soon as possible, but in no event later than August 26, 2013 at
5:00PM Eastern.

311 East Jennings Street, Tallahassee FL 32301 Tel: 850 5215821 Fax: 850 576 9162
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I look forward to your reply.
Sincerely,
PURCHASER:

SELLER:

Hunter & Harp Ho! dings, LLC

James C. Kittrell

By:

As Its:
Date: August 21, 2013

Date:

311 East Jennings Street, Tallahassee FL 32301 Tel: 850 5215821 Fax: 850 576 9162
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
TM STREET, LLC,
Petitioner,
Case No. 13-3782
PRZ130013

vs.
CITY OF TALLAHASSEE, and
MHG TALLAHASSEE AL, LP,
Respondents.

________ ________/
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL OF
AMENDED PETITION FOR QUASI-JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS
Petitioner TM STREET, LLC, by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby files this
Notice of Withdrawal of Amended Petition for Quasi-Judicial Proceedings and requests that the
Administrative Law Judge enter an Order closing the file regarding this matter.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on this ~day of November 2013.

~.lk~

DAVID A. THERIAQlE,ESQUIRE
Florida Bar No. 832332
S. BRENT SPAIN, ESQUIRE
Florida Bar. No. 320810
TIMOTHY E. DENNIS, ESQUIRE
Florida Bar No. 575410
THERIAQUE & SPAIN
433 North Magnolia Drive
Tallahassee, Florida 32308
Telephone: 850/224-7332
Facsimile: 850/224-7662
dat@theriaquelaw.com
sbs@theriaquelaw.com
tim@theriaquelaw.com
COUNSEL FOR PETITIONER
TM STREET, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished via
Electronic Mail to:

Respondent City of Tallahassee
c/o Linda R. Hudson, Esquire
Shaw P. Stiller, Esquire
City Attorney's Office
300 South Adams Street, MS # AS
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Linda.Hudson@talgov.com
Shaw. Stiller@talgov.com
MHG Tallahassee AL, LP
c/o W. Douglas Hall, Esquire
CARLTON FIELDS, PA
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 500
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
whall@carltonfields.com
this -1l.±._ day of November 2013.
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:
CC:
Subject:

Simon, Charles [csimon@lnvestcorp.com]
12/4/2013 3:07:33 PM
'JT Burnette' [jt@inkbridge.com]
Kim Rivers [kim@ in kbridge.com]
RE: Floridan Downtown Tallahassee Phase Two UPUD Amendment -- Invoice dated 12-3-13 (xMMS)

Understand. My attorney has reached out t o yours to discuss some points in the contract.

From: JT Burnette [mailto:jt@inkbridge .com]

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:06 AM
To: Simon, Charles
Cc: JT Burnette; Kim Rivers
Subject: Re: Floridan Downtown Tallahassee Phase Two UPUD Amendment -- Invoice dated 12-3-13 (xMMS)

It's a known qty it's just a cost. It's very uncomfortable to pay and not be under contact. We are holding of the
final vote to kill it until to have finished due dil.
JT

Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 4, 2013, at 9:47 AJ\11, "Simon, Charles" <csimon@Investcorp.com> wrote:
Stil l feel good about bl ocki ng Ham pto n?

From: JT Burnette [mailto:jt@inkbridqe.com]

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:42 PM
To: Simon, Charles; Kim Rivers
Subject: Fwd: Floridan Downtown Tallahassee Phase Two UPUD Amendment -- Invoice dated 12-3-13
(xMMS)

We are not there yet but attached this months bill from our attorney for 44k for the fight so far
we have spent 66k with another 150k to go.

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "David A Theriaque" <dat(a),theriaquelaw.com>
To: "JT Burnette" <jt@inkbridge.com>, "Kim Rivers" <kim@,emaila2z.com>
Cc: "Diana Hays" <dbs@,the1iaguelaw.com>
Subject: Floridan Downtown Tallahassee Phase Two UPUD Amendment -Invoice dated 12-3-13
J.T. & Kim,
I hope all is well.
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Attached as a PDF is our Invoice dated December 3, 2013, for services rendered
and costs incurred from September 25 through November 30, 2013, in the amount
of $44,233.70.
We would greatly appreciate payment in full by December 15, 2013, if at all
possible.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or need further
information.
Thanks,
Dave
[Untitled.png]
David A. Theriaque, Esquire
Theriaque & Spain
433 North Magnolia Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32308
Telephone: (850) 224-7332
Facsimile: (850) 224-7662
E-Mail: dat(mtheriaguelaw.com<mailto:dat@,the1iaguelaw.com>
www.theriaguelaw.com<http://www.theriaguelaw.com/>
"EMF <i nve st. c o rp. c om> " made the following annotations.

This messa ge is intended only for the use o f the individual
or e n tity to which it i s a dd ressed, and ma y c on tain information
t h at is privil e ge d , c onfidential and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If y ou are not the intended recipient,
you ar e hereby notified that any use, dissemination o r copying of
t h is communication is stri ct l y pr o hibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify us iffil~ediately by
returning the o riginal message t o the sender and then delete the message.
Thank you .
(N Y Gateway)
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Simon, Charles [csimon@lnvestcorp.com]
12/5/2013 5:08:19 PM
Byrne, Michael A. [/O=GIBSONDUNN/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Byrne, Michael]
FW: Doubletree Tallahassee

-----original Message----From: Kim Rivers [mailto:kim@inkbridge.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:48 PM
To: Simon, Charles
Cc: Marc Shuster; mbryne@gibsondunn.com; Chad Kittrell; JT Burnette; Brian Rich
subject: Re: Doubletree Tallahassee (xMMS)
Charlie,
I received your voicemail. We are working diligently to get through the latest draft however please keep
in mind that your folks had the last version for a full week before providing us any comments. Let's be
reasonable and equitable when working on this turn. Here are my challenges:
1. When your counsel provided the last draft he failed (I'm hoping unintentionally) to include a redline
back to our last draft. I am waiting on that redline from our counsel to fully understand what of our
comments (if any) were accepted by your side.
2. Upon first glance, items that we clearly agreed to on our last call such as the deletion of the
provision stating that you are able to terminate the agreement at any time for any reason during our
inspection period (section 3.5.2), are excluded from this draft. I need to review the draft in detail to
understand what all was excluded. This is both frustrating and disappointing since I thought we were
extremely close to a deal and now appear to be headed backwards.
3. JT and myself are completely out of pocket tomorrow due to a previously scheduled commitment involving
approx. 30 people that cannot be rescheduled. That meeting is followed by dinner with the Governor. That
puts us at Friday morning before we can regroup internally and consolidate our thoughts and comments.
I am willing to try to schedule a call for late Friday but please understand that we believe we are
paying a premium for this asset, have already invested over $60,000 on this deal and feel that we have
been acting in good faith . Again, I think all of us know that the Hampton poses a very real $4million
loss in value to the asset and we are the only party to date who has invested any capital (both dollars
and political) to stop that from occurring. My sincere hope is that the business points previously
agreed to were accidentally omitted from this version and we can quickly get back on the same page. We
are at our breaking point.
Please let me know if 4:30 Friday works for a group call.
Thanks,
Kim
on Dec 4, 2013, at 6:13 PM, Simon, Charles wrote:
> May I suggest a call either tomorrow or Friday? I have very limited availability Monday and think going
longer than that is counterproductive. I think we should be very close given the last go around and the
call earlier today between Michael and Marc.
>

> on Dec 4, 2013, at 6:08 PM, "Marc Shuster"
<MShuster@bergersingerman.com<mailto:MShuster@bergersingerman.com>> wrote:

>

> Works for me

>

> Sent from my iPhone

>

> on Dec 4, 2013, at 5:25 PM, "Kim Rivers" <kim@inkbridge.com<mailto:kim@inkbridge . com>> wrote:
>

> Gentlemen ,
>

>Weare reviewing the mark - up and will have internal discussions this week. I think it would be
productive at this juncture for us to have a group call on Monday. We need to reach a go or no-go and it
appears that the business agreements are not translating thru to the contract.
>
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> Does Monday at lOa.m. est. work for everyone?
>

> Please let me know.

>

> Thanks,

>
>

> <image003.jpg>
>

>
>
>
>

Kim
[e]
[c]
[f]

Rivers, Principal
kim@inkbridge.net<mailto:kim@inkbridge.net>
850.508.0261
850.576.9162

>
>
>
>

> on Dec 4, 2013, at 4:33 PM, Marc Shuster wrote:
>

> Forwarding without having reviewed

>

> Sent from my iPhone

>

> Begin forwarded message:

>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: "Byrne, Michael A."
<MByrne@gibsondunn.com<mailto:MByrne@gibsondunn.com>>
To: "Marc shuste r"
<MShuster@bergersingerman.com<mailto:Mshuster@bergersingerman.com>>
cc: "Furman, David"
<DFurman@gibsondunn.com<mailto:DFurman@gibsondunn.com>>, "simon,
Charles (csimon@Investcorp.com<mailto:csimon@Investcorp.com>)"
<csimon@Investcorp.com<mailto:csimon@Investcorp . com>>,
"' mobri en@Investcorp.com<mail to: mobri en@Investcorp.com>'"
<mobrien@Investcorp.com<mailto:mobrien@Investcorp.com>>
subject: Doubletree Tallahassee

>
>

> Marc,

>
>
>

> A revised draft of the Tallahassee PSA is attached.
client's review.

Please note thi s draft remains subject to my

>
>
>

> Best,
>
>
>

> Michael

>
>
>
>

> Michael A. Byrne
>

> GIBSON DUNN

>

>
>
>
>

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
200 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10166-0193 Tel +1 212.351.3947 * Fax +1
212. 351. 6347 mbyrne@gi bsondunn. com<mai l to: mbyrne@gi bsondunn. com> 1'
www.gibsondunn.com<http:// www.gibsondunn.com/>

>
>
>
>
>

> This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you in error,
please r ep ly to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this message.
>
>

>
>
>
>

<#101616468v9....AL_ - Tallahassee - Cont ract of sale and Purchase.doc>
<WS_Binarycomparison_#l01616468v6....AL_ - Tallahassee - Contract of sale
and Purchase-#101616468v9....AL_ - Tallahassee - Contract of sale and
Purchase.doc>

>
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>

"EMF

<investcorp.com>" made the following annotations.

> ----------------------------------------------------------------------

>--------This message is intended only for the use of the individual
> or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that
> is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
> applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
> notified that any use, dissemination or copying of this communication
> is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
> error, please notify us immediately by returning the original message
> to the sender and then delete the message.
> Thank you.

>

> (NY Gateway)
>
>
> ========
>

"EMF

<i nvestcorp. com>" made the fo 77 owing annotations.

This message is intended only for the use of the individual
or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information
that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify us immediately by
returning the original message to the sender and then delete the message.
Thank you.
(NY Gateway)
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